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SYNOPSIS  
 

In 2009 Brett Clement first published his Lydian System theory about the diatonic instrumental music 

of Frank Zappa. This theory got re-published as an article in Music Theory spectrum, Spring 2014, 

now addressing itself to Zappa's "modal style", still being referred to as being most of his diatonic 

instrumental music. 

The yet existing studies in 2009 by Wolfgang Ludwig and me lead to the conclusion that Zappa 

follows no systems, his diatonic instrumental music not excluded. Wolfgang Ludwig, Research into 

the musical output of Frank Zappa, 1992, page 143:  

 

 
 

In English: "In describing melodies it’s very hard to indicate certain characteristics as specifically 

characteristic. Though some preferences can be discerned, described above, Zappa does not seem to 

want to exclude any method to compose a melody, to the point that it can even sound as inappropriate 

or a form of mannerism. For this reason his melodies contain many surprising moments." 

If this theory by Clement is correct, it not only means that Ludwig and I have missed the point, but 

also that everybody up to Clement failed to recognize the patterns in Zappa's diatonic instrumental 

music, Zappa himself included. Such as (Clement, A study of the instrumental music of Frank Zappa, 

2009 p. 123):  

 

 
 

Some other characteristics, as noted by Clement: 

- Prohibition of the dominant 7th. 

- Upon the Mixolydian tonic Zappa doesn't use chords larger than the triad. 

- Zappa rarely uses major and minor. For the avoidance of minor Clement offers a theoretical 

explanation. The avoidance of major just gets noticed. 

- The sus2 chord upon the Dorian tonic is not to be used. 

- A preference for the I, II and V chords upon the Lydian tonic. 

- The avoidance of the Lydian tonic in melodies using the Lydian scale.  

 

The combination of his findings makes it possible to predict how Zappa composes and improvises:  
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Clement 2014, Music Theory Spectrum, spring 2014, p. 150 (LS stands for Lydian System):  

 

 
 

Chapter I of my refutation shows that the starting point of the Clement theory is incorrect: Lydian has 

no preferred status in Zappa's diatonic instrumental music. I'm also reacting to attempts by Clement 

from 2014 to suggest that his theory should be seen as written for "modal style" music. Clement got 

his degree in 2009 with a thesis about diatonic instrumental music. The term "modal style" gets 

mentioned first in Music Theory Spectrum, apparently with the intention to exclude instrumental 

examples in conflict with his theory. The more he wants to exclude, the more he gets at refuting his 

own theory. 

 

Chapter II shows that the chords, which Clement explains as cyclic Lydian chords, are supported the 

least upon the Lydian tonic. This is a simple fact that Clement tries to camouflage in his chord tables, 

instead of pointing at it himself. This is the weakest point of the Clement theory, its inner 

inconsistence: his explanations for the scales and the chords should lead to opposite conclusions.  

 

Chapter III contains printscreens from the Lydian Chromatic Concept (LCC) by George Russell. This 

chapter shows that the Lydian theory by Clement is too much in conflict with the LCC to consider it 

an adapted or extended version of the LCC, as he suggests himself. 

Chapters IV-V are not directly related to the Lydian theory. Chapter IV addresses itself to copyright. 

Chapter V deals with attempts by Clement to interpret Zappa's chord bible for orchestral works in the 

context of a Lydian theory. Chapter VI contains my argument in words as included in the 4th pdf 

edition of my study.  
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INTRODUCTION  
 

 

Around 2011 I got into conflict with Brett Clement from the University of Cincinnati, who published a 

dissertation about Zappa's instrumental music in 2009. The discussion deals with copyright, an alleged 

preference for the Lydian scale and the validity of a Lydian theory, based upon this preference (see 

below). If true, this would lead to an awkward situation:  

 

- Zappa himself never said that he followed a system. We're here not talking about a person who 

played music by intuition, but someone who wrote orchestra scores in various styles and who very 

well knew what musical terms stand for. 

- Zappa never suggested that he composed his instrumental music differently from his songs with 

lyrics. 

- The yet existing studies about Zappa in general by Wolfgang Ludwig and me lead to the conclusion 

that Zappa follows no systems, instrumental music not excepted. This then would mean that these 

studies are superficial, if not false.  

 

For this reason I included an argument against this theory in the 2012 4th pdf version of my study, 

downloadable via this site. When I informed Clement about this argument, I received an e-mail from 

him that included an article re-stating his Lydian theory that had been approved for publication in 

Music Theory Spectrum. When I didn't see this article included in this journal the next year, I wrote 

the editors if this might be caused by Clement re-writing his article, as well as for informing them 

about the existence of my argument. I received a reaction that the Clement article was to be published 

in 2014 and that, in a situation like this, Clement had been obliged to include a reference to my 

argument. This was done by Clement and the article appeared in the spring issue of Music Theory 

Spectrum from 2014. While this reference could have normalized my relationship with Clement, it 

was regrettably done in such a way that it created a problem again: it's a deliberate misrepresentation 

of the argument I'm having with Clement. It goes against the following logical and academic principle:  

 

A relative number from a random selection cannot be proved correct or false by a comparison 

with an absolute number.  
 

 

The Lydian thesis by Clement (Clement 2009, p. 174):  

 

 
 

 

The reference in Music Theory Spectrum (Clement 2014, p. 149):  
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The study and the article by Clement the page numbers are referring to are:  

 

- Brett Clement. A study of the instrumental music of Frank Zappa. Cincinnati, 2009.  

- Brett Clement. A new Lydian Theory for Frank Zappa’s Modal Music. Music Theory Spectrum, 

spring 2014, pages 146-166.  

 

This reference says that I think that there are only 28 pieces by Zappa featuring the Lydian scale, while 

there are actually at least 60 pieces using this scale. So all Clement would have to do is list a number 

of compositions substantially bigger than 28 and it would be proved I'm wrong.  

 

The number of 28 is the number of instrumental examples in my study with the Lydian scale (status in 

2012). A random selection that I consider representative, next to many pieces that I identify as multi-

scale. These pieces can also include the Lydian scale. The discussion with Clement, via e-mail and in 

my argument, is about the following order of scales in Zappa's music, thus their relative use. This is 

something completely different from a discussion about the absolute number of occurrences of the 

Lydian scale. Besides, it would be weird to think that the examples in my study represent all of 

Zappa's music. 

I can appreciate a reference, even an incorrect one. What complicated things is the ensuing e-

mail exchange I had with Clement and the editors of Music Theory Spectrum. First the editors 

were not willing to acknowledge that there might be something wrong with the content of this 

reference. In other words I should in effect accept my argument against Clement is false. One of the 

editors defended Clement by saying that the number of 28 stems from me and that people can look up 

the pages from my study referred to, to read what I'm saying. Both remarks are by themselves true, but 

cannot serve as an excuse for what Clement tries to do here. The mail I received from Clement is 

private and not fit for comment. It did convince me that re-stating my argument as a larger pdf offers 

me the best perspective. 

 

Chapter I shows that I can list more than 60 pieces using the Lydian scale myself, when I'm looking at 

all instrumental compositions (thus not limited to the examples in my study). It doesn't affect the 

following order of scales. It only shows on a larger scale that Lydian has no preferred status in Zappa's 

music.  
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CHAPTER I: THE FOLLOWING ORDER OF THE SCALES.  

 

 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER OF SCALES, ACCORDING TO CLEMENT  

 

The Lydian theory by Clement starts with drawing parallels between Zappa's diatonic instrumental 

music and the Lydian Chromatic Concept by George Russell (LCC). This theory by Russell gets dealt 

with in chapter III. For Clement Zappa's alleged preference for the Lydian scale is the main reason for 

associating Zappa with the LCC, as well as that it serves as the starting point for his own Lydian 

theory.  

 

This chapter deals with the following order of scales. It's rather dull statistic data, but it will show that 

about all Clements statements about the occurrences of scales in Zappa's music are incorrect. 

According to Clement, in descending following order, this order is:  

 

Lydian-Dorian-Mixolydian, with the role of Ionian and Aeolian being marginal. 

 

 

Lydian  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 116-7, using the words "characteristic sound":  

 

 
 

 
 

Clement 2009 p. 123, continuing with the words "by far the most":  

 

 
 

Clement 2014 p. 146, using the word "preference":  
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Clement 2014 pp. 148-149, using the word "ubiquity":  

 

 
 

 
 

Note 23 is reference to my argument as already shown in the introduction, where it is said that Zappa's 

use of Lydian "quite likely surpasses that of any other composer in music history". This reiterated 

preference for Lydian, using different words, is the first thing that caught my attention. There are over 

300 examples in my study, half of them being instrumental. How come I didn't notice this, or nobody 

else before Clement?  

 

Dorian  

 

Clement 2009, p. 134, ranks Dorian as second:  

 

 
 

Mixolydian  

 

Mixolydian is ranked as third (Clement 2009, p. 130):  
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Major/Ionian  

 

According to Clement the role of Ionian should be seen as marginal compared to Lydian (Clement 

2009, pp. 128 and 152):  

 

 

 

And:  

 

 

 

Clement 2014, p. 150:  
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The two N/A lines, corresponding with Phrygian and Locrian, can be seen as incorrect as well. 

Phrygian appears relatively little in Zappa's music, but it's not an abnormal or non-existing scale in his 

works. Even Locrian can occur once in a while, but that obscure scale is also in Zappa's output rare.  

 

Minor/Aeolian  

 

Clement 2009 p. 140:  

 

 

 

 

 

THE FOLLOWING ORDER OF SCALES, STATISTICALLY  

 

Below follows a table with the main scales from all Zappa's instrumental compositions, as well as 

songs containing larger instrumental section. The conclusion from it, as a pure statistical fact, is, that 

in descending following order, this order in instrumental music is:  

 

Dorian-Mixolydian-Lydian, with the role of Ionian and Aeolian not at all being marginal. 

Phrygian can occur as well.  

 

Thus pretty different from what Clement claims. The most important part is that is shows that Lydian 

is not the central scale in Zappa's instrumental music. Following upon this table I'll deal with attempts 

by Clement to make a distinction between modal music and "modal style".  

 

Remarks about this table: 

- Most of this table if derived from listening through this music straight from CD, thus not by 

transcribing samples from all these tracks. Because of that, there are undoubtedly a number of errors in 

this list. The titles in bold are titles with examples taken from them in my main study (www.zappa-

analysis.com). 

- It deals with the main scales only. Thus things are kept within proportions. A bar or two in 

Mixolydian in a composition that's otherwise in Dorian is listed as Dorian only. So Sinister Footwear 

III is listed as Lydian, though there are some bars where Zappa evades to Ionian. Clement is inclined 

to call a whole composition Lydian, when he finds a few bars in Lydian. Or even a group of notes in 

an otherwise atonal composition. If Clement wants to encircle a chord from Mo 'n Herb's vacation as 

Lydian, I can encircle another one not in Lydian (see chapter V). I'm not doing that here, but if you 

want to augment the number of occurrences in Lydian in this manner, the same can be done with the 

other scales. It won't affect their relative importance. 

- Many Zappa compositions switch between scales all the time, or use fragments of diatonic scales that 

can't even be positively identified as one specific scale. The mingling of closely related scales occurs 

frequently as well. These are listed as multi-scale below. Uncle Meat may serve as an example. This 
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composition has it first two themes stable in one scale, while its third theme uses a different scale 

every bar. This is again done to keep things in proportions. Reasonably when might expect bars or 

fragments in the Lydian scale frequently in such examples, as well as the other scales, but in the same 

relative importance. 

- An X stands for multiple occurrences of a scale. In case of the multi-scale column it stands for 

applicable.  

 

The numbers of occurrences, related to the main scales from instrumental compositions/blocks, thus 

is:  

 

Ionian: 50 

Dorian: 174 

Phrygian: 10 

Lydian: 80 

Mixolydian: 122 

Aeolian: 33 

Locrian: 3 

Multi-scale: 75  

 

This is still not an attempt to estimate the absolute number of occurrences of Lydian. By 

detailing the multi-scale pieces, including minor instances and fragments the number of any 

occurrence of Lydian can probably be brought up towards two hundred, but this can be done with 

the other scales as well, only extra-polating the difference. The 2012 version of my study dealt with 

the following order of scales in the examples in my study. The purpose of the table below is to show 

that, also on a much wider scale, the conclusion remains the same: Lydian stays behind Dorian and 

Mixolydian, while Ionian and Aeolian are not rarely used.  
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Notes: 

- During the Uncle Meat variations the whole piece is played over a C pedal. Theme 1 becomes C 

Mixolydian, for theme 2 the C doesn't belong to the diatonic scale of the melody and theme 3 remains 

multi-scale. 

- Rollo interior/St. Alphonso (interlude at the end). By Clement two bars get presented as G Dorian 

and Bb Lydian as "essentially the only" diatonic material in this part (Clement 2009, p. 154). Bar 5 of 

this interlude contains the same motif and can be interpreted as C Ionian, Lydian or Dorian (the notes 

that make the distinction, are not used). The remainder of the interlude is largely atonal with 

occasionally some scale fragments being used. Multi-scale/atonal is therefore a more accurate 

description.  

- Montana. The opening gets presented as Lydian in the Clement study. Inclusion of the harmony 

notes shows that Mixolydian is the better fitting scale. The couple of bars from the interlude get dealt 

with in chapter IV. 

- Ship arriving too late: this piece contains a large number of smaller sections using diatonic scales and 

atonal material. I'm presenting examples with Aeolian and Dorian, Clement with Lydian and Dorian. 

Above it's listed as multi-scale.  

 

The pentatonic scale and the "minor Lydian" scale get dealt with in chapters III and V. Clement likes 

to present these as derived from the Lydian or Dorian scale, but that's a choice at best. The above 

follows the standard definitions only.  

 

 

MODAL MUSIC VERSUS "MODAL STYLE"  

 

By its title the 2009 study by Clement addresses itself to instrumental music and the Lydian thesis is 

about composing diatonic instrumental music without any reservations: CLEMENT GOT HIS 

DEGREE WITH A LYDIAN THESIS ABOUT DIATONIC INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC. On various 

occasions Clements mitigates his choice of words in his 2014 article, but it remains basically the same. 

One attempt to change the scope a little is done by saying his theory focuses on something he himself 

calls a "modal style". When you search for this term in his 2009 study, you'll find no results. It's 

obviously an attempt to adjust his theory, but the term initially remains hardly defined by itself. Only 

parody songs get specifically mentioned, a debatable term itself (see the Broadway the hard way 

section in my main study (www.zappa-analysis.com)). Atonal music is by definition not modal. That 

addition might just as well have been skipped. Clement 2014, p. 146:  
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Clement has a right to redefine the scope of his theory, but it will create a dilemma for him. Since his 

original thesis knows no exclusions, THE MORE HE WANTS TO EXCLUDE NOW OR IN THE 

FUTURE, THE MORE HE GETS AT REFUTING HIS OWN THESIS. He seems to realize this 

himself, because in note 1 he continues maintaining that his theory is applicable to most instrumental 

music. Thus still any example can be used in favor or against it. 

After publication of his article Clement wrote me to inform me of the reference and that he found 

many of my examples in Mixolydian and Lydian should be discounted, because they follow pop 

standards (thus not being "modal style"). My 2012 argument addresses itself to his 2009 thesis, that 

has diatonic  instrumental music as subject. With Clement still maintaining that his theory applies to 

most instrumental music, little changes. Unless it means the same as modal music, or something like 

sounding as modal music, "modal style" is not a regular musical term. Not without a reason Clement 

does not use the term in the title of his article. There's no such thing as a diatonic style, different from 

diatonic music. There's no such thing as an atonal style, different from atonal music. Op page 149 of 

his article however, Clement equals "modal style" with his Lydian systems (see chapter II for what 

Clement means by Lydian systems). In this form it becomes a vicious circle: his theory applies to what 

it's applicable to. If many of my diatonic instrumental examples aren’t “modal style” for 

whatever reason (or Zappa’s diatonic instrumental music in general), it can only mean that his 

2009 thesis is false. The same goes for his claim that his 2014 article applies to most of Zappa’s 

diatonic instrumental music.  

 

Clement 2014, p. 149: 

 

 
 

As already shown in the introduction, below again the Lydian thesis by Clement (Clement 2009, p. 

174):  
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Zappa combines standards with non-standards all the time, and the definition of what's a standard is to 

a degree arbitrary. Such distinctions lead to an endless bickering I don't see the point of. See chapter 

III for the various musicological explanations of the I-II alternation in Lydian. Clement himself wrote 

another article, called Modal tonicization in rock: the special case of the Lydian scale (Gamut 6 (1), 

2013, pp. 95–142). Here he's arguing that Lydian is a scale underestimated by pop music scholars:  

 

 

 

"Dreams" by Stevie Nicks gets correctly referred to as based upon I-II in Lydian, also a common 

progression in Zappa's music. Zappa is also passing by with "Village of the sun" and "Strictly 

genteel". Again, when you're looking for "modal style" in this article, you'll find no results. "Dreams", 

and the corresponding "Rumours" album by Fleetwood Mac, became big hits. Now, was Stevie Nicks 

writing "modal style" music or mainstream pop? Such discussions are fruitless.  

Clement will have to do a lot of exclusions to get the number of examples in Dorian and Mixolydian 

below or even comparable to those in Lydian. It's virtually impossible to do so without affecting his 

statement that his theory applies to most instrumental music. And a "modal style" applicable to some 

songs (with lyrics) that use that style, that's not workable. The academic norm for a theory to be 

relevant is not absolute, but it is understood that it should apply at least for 85%. Every theory has 

exceptions, but they have to remain a minority. For that matter I'm citing Martin Herraiz here and in 

chapter VI, where he's saying that the number of examples to the contrary of the Clement theory might 

be just as vast as those in favor of it (Martin Herraiz, The perfect stranger, a study of Zappa’s 

orchestral works, 2010, page 108). People are female persons is not a valid theory because it applies to 

half of the population.  
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In English: "We can conclude by saying that, although the Lydian theory of Clement provides, as the 

next chapter should highlight, an important methodological basis for the study of any of Zappa's 

diatonic works, especially regarding the hierarchy between the various modes and processing cycle of 

fifths and two "sus" chords, a detailed study of the exceptions to the 'rules' postulated by Clement may 

ultimately prove to be as vast and extensive as his own work." 

It's up to this author to use terms by Clement to identify something as a Lydian system. Scientifically 

this situation is a bit awkward. If one truly believes that examples to the contrary may be just as many 

as examples in favor of something, one should find this theory refutable and better refrain from re-

using it. Of course one doesn't need a Lydian theory to identify modes as pedal substitutions for each 

other or to position sus chords. In case Gsus4 happens in G Mixolydian, I, and everybody before 

Clement, call it Gsus4 in G Mixolydian (just like that) and not Lydian system F.  

 

I will continue below with the guitar solos. This is actually the area in Zappa’s music where Lydian 

occurs relatively the most. And it’s the area where major and minor occur relatively the least. If you 

would like to exclude, say, blues as a pop standard, then what remains is a large body of work, 

forming a stylistic unity. Also here Lydian doesn't come out as the preferred scale. Dorian remains 

way ahead, though Mixolydian and Lydian get closer. It stresses the impossibility to make style 

reservations, while maintaining that Zappa has a preference for Lydian at the same time. It should be 

noted that Clement calls the I-II alternation in Lydian a Lydian-Mixolydian pedal substitution (see 

chapter III). Of the Lydian solos below, 16 are of that type. So by Clement's own terms, you've got 16 

more occurrences of Mixolydian than I'm presenting here.  

 

Even if Clement re-wrote his theory as for a certain selection from Zappa's diatonic music 

(“modal style” music or whatever he wants to call it), it will not solve his problems as I will 

depict in chapters II-III.  
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TABLE WITH THE MAIN SCALES IN GUITAR SOLOS  

 

 

Summary: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The list: 



25 
 

 
 



26 
 

 

  



27 
 

 



28 
 

  



29 
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CHAPTER II: THE DEPLOYMENT OF CHORDS.  
 

 

A term that stands central in the Clement theory is a Lydian system. It gets defined as follows 

(Clement 2009, pp. 118 and 302):  

 

 

 

The table:  

 

 
 

The term Lydian system is new by Clement. The notification that scales can be seen as pedal 

substitutions for one another of course isn't, neither is the notification that the stacking of fifths 

produces the Lydian scale. I doubt if there's anyone who can be credited for coming up with this first. 

Strictly by its definition this would simply mean that all diatonic music can be interpreted as part of a 

Lydian system. Mozart writing in C would then be Lydian system F. But that's not what Clement 

means. What he does mean remains a bit cloudy and only becomes better understandable by the 

different manners he explains examples as part of a Lydian system:  

 

1) A piece has a central melody in a certain Lydian key and in other parts section turn up that can be 
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seen as a pedal substitution for this key. This is the case when for instance the central melody is in F 

Lydian and somewhere else a part is in D Dorian. Combined with the definition from above, I agree 

with Clement that it can be called a Lydian system. Following the definition of a pedal substitution it's 

normal to do so. 

2) Clement also calls something a Lydian system when the central melody is not in a Lydian key, but a 

section somewhere else in Lydian can be interpreted as a pedal substitution for the central melody. 

This is the inversion of 1) and therefore, along the standard definition, an abnormal way of identifying 

a pedal substitution. When the central melody is in D Dorian and somewhere else appears a section in 

F Lydian, then Lydian is a substitution for Dorian and not the other way round. 

3) Clement is also inclined to call something Lydian or a Lydian system if the Lydian scale turns up 

somewhere in a composition. He even does this with subsets of notes from otherwise atonal 

compositions. This is taking things out of proportion. Zappa is modal composer, who, in his written 

compositions, modulates frequently. The Lydian scale turning up frequently is something one might 

expect to happen automatically with a modal composer. It only would have a specific meaning if a 

composer had a clear preference for Lydian. In chapter I enough has been said that this is not the case 

for Zappa. The massive amount of examples in Dorian, Lydian and Mixolydian only points at the 

correctness of the conclusion from my study and the one by Ludwig: 

FRANK ZAPPA IS A MODAL COMPOSER, JUST LIKE THAT.  

4) The manner chords are deployed, the “cyclic Lydian” chords as I’ll explain below. In case of minor 

chords Clement goes for Dorian, like the LCC, but in a different manner. Aeolian might be possible on 

step five of his Lydian system as well, but below you'll find his argument why Aeolian is not suited for 

minor chords.  

 

At the end of this chapter I'll show that the combination of items 1)-3) leads to situations where the 

term Lydian system loses all its meaning. First I continue with item 4), the chords. When a piece of 

music is not in Lydian, items 1)-3) don't apply. Here the connection with the Lydian scale is made via 

identifying chords as derived from the Lydian scale. The Lydian scale can be produced by stacking 

fifths and the notes of its scale can then be numbered as follows (Clement 2014, pp. 148-9):  

 

 

 
 

Next are two examples of explaining chords as derived from the cycle of fifths of the Lydian scale. 

Clement 2009, p. 124:  
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Clement 2009, p. 137:  

 

 
 

This explanation of a couple of chords as derived from the Lydian scale is something specific for 

Clement. The thing Clement calls a cyclic or T7 "Lydian" chord, is chord made up of three subsequent 

notes from the Lydian scale. That is a stacked fifth, and its inversions: the sus2 chord, the sus4 chord 

and the stacked fourth. Every author has a right to define his own terms and in this case I can go along 

with Clement. It's possible to explain sus2 and sus4 chords in this manner. I also agree that Zappa 

liked these chords and that they happen frequently in his music, though not to the point of becoming 

typical in a statistical sense. Of course one doesn't need a Lydian theory to become aware of the 

occurrences of these chords in Zappa's music or music in general. Both for the LCC and the Lydian 

theory by Clement only the chords upon the tonic are taken as relevant (see the final tables by Clement 

below and chapter III). If one looks at how these chords are supported in a neutral manner you're 

getting the following picture:  
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This is the most direct way to show the weakness of the Clement theory: its inner inconsistence. THE 

CHORDS CLEMENT DEFINES AS CYCLIC LYDIAN CHORDS ARE SUPPORTED THE LEAST 

UPON THE LYDIAN TONIC.  

 

Since this is pretty obvious one might ask why Clement didn't notice this himself. Well, to a degree he 

did, but he constructed his chord tables in such a manner that this effect gets camouflaged. To the 

defense of Clement one of the editors from Music Theory Spectrum wrote me that Clement nowhere 

states that it's the purpose of his theory that it would maximize the use of cyclic chords and that it 

would be a stretch even to call it an implication. Taken literally the first is true and the second is 

questionable. The first two printscreens below are two of many where Clement is making a direct 

relation between the usefulness of scales and their ability to produce cyclic chords. But this remains a 

toying with words. More relevant are the following facts: 

- Cyclic chord are supported the least upon the Lydian tonic. Clement does not point at this himself. 

- Theoretically it may very well be that a Lydian theory leads to the conclusion that the Lydian scale 

itself offers the least possibilities. Instead of noticing this, Clement tries to conceal this as I will show 

below. 

- Following his own theory, Clement has no reason to call the Ionian and Mixolydian scales less fit 

than the Lydian scale. This is too much in conflict with his statements as cited in chapter I. To be 

maintained the Clement theory would need such a thorough revision that he would lose his credibility.  

 

Clement 2014, p. 154, relating the relevance of a scale to its ability to produce cyclic chords:  

 

 
 

Clement 2009, p. 312, presenting the occurrence of cyclic chords as evidence for a Lydian system 

(One man - one vote):  
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Step by step I will show how the simple table with cyclic chords from above gets modified by Clement 

to get at the tables he presents himself. Each step is questionable.  

 

Step 1: don't present the stacked 5th in the tables, other than the one for Lydian.  
 

Hardly a comment needed, that's unjustified.  

 

Step 2: include two chords not on the tonic, but only for Lydian.  
 

Hardly a comment needed neither, that's getting arbitrary. The added chords are the triad on II and V. 

Zappa does indeed use these chords frequently, but he uses other chords in a Lydian context just as 

well (see chapter VI). And if you do that for Lydian, you might just as well do that for the other scales: 

for a proper comparison such chords should be included for all five standard modal scales or not at all. 

Even so, if Zappa had a preference for the three indicated triads in Lydian, as Clement claims, it would 

only mean that Lydian would be more limited in its usefulness than the other scales.  

 

Step 3: include the stacked third series, but not in full.  
 

This is traditional harmony: all chords are explained via stacking thirds (two of them form the 5th, 

three the 7th etc.). One can do that for all the diatonic scales: you get the entire scale by stacking up 

thirds to the 13th. In my opinion this series already means any chord. In traditional harmony a stacked 

fifth gets identified as a 9th chord, with the 3rd and 7th being absent. If you want to include this series, 

than you do it for all the scales or not at all. However, in the Clement tables the series of thirds in 

Mixolydian gets cut off beyond the 5th, dealt with below as steps 4-5. The series is not presented for 

Aeolian as useful at all (a question mark is already put behind the triad).  

 

Step 4: exclude the dominant 7th for Mixolydian.  
 

According to Clement, the dominant 7th is prohibited in his theory. Clement 2009, p. 131:  
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Clement 2014, p. 153, discussing the Mixolydian scale:  

 

 
 

The remarks about George Russell and the tritone restriction get dealt with in chapter III. As a plain 

fact: the alleged absence of the dominant 7th in Zappa's instrumental diatonic music is false. First an 

example in Zappa's own handwriting with Eb7 (see the "Think it over" example in my main study for 

where it stems from):  

 

 
 

Indicated guitar chord examples from score collections to show that other people treat the dominant 

7th as normal to Zappa's instrumental music: 

Hot Rats guitar book: page 8 (E7) and 32 (Bb7), pages 45 and following (G7 as the basic chord for 
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most of the song; the F# in the presets is a convention in the Hal Leonard series to notate in major or 

minor; the actual F is natural and the scale G Mixolydian). See also the "Gumbo variations" example 

in my study. 

Overnite sensation guitar book: pages 43 and 47-51. 

Apostrophe (') guitar book: pages 44, 83-84 and 88; pages 71, 74, 76-77 (G7); pages 83-84 and 88 

(C7). 

One size fits all guitar book: pages 30-35, 46, 49, 63-65, 73-81, 118 and 122. 

The FZ Songbook vol. I: pages 22-23 (a larger number, though with lyrics), 70 and 98 (with Zappa 

modulating, half diatonic, half chromatic).  

 

I've checked two of these examples in Mixolydian in detail. They are correct. They are not 

harmonizations by the transcriber, but chords you can hear on the albums themselves.  

 

 
 

Opening of The Gumbo variations. Hot Rats guitar book, Hal Leonard series, page 45. Transcriber: 

Andy Aledort. This example in G Mixolydian features G7. Andy indicates that you can play it with no 

chord (N.C.), with G7 between brackets as the central chord if you do choose one. G7 is indeed the 

central chord on CD. 

Note: it's a convention in the Hal Leonard series to always notate music as in major or minor.  
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Opening of The Gumbo variations on the Hot Rats CD (transcr. Andy Aledort with details added by 

me).  
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Section of the solos from Fifty-fifty. Overnite sensation guitar book, Hal Leonard series, page 48. 

Transcriber: Paul Pappas. Throughout pages 43-51 you can see the dominant 7th recurring frequently. 

My analysis of it as a modulation scheme with Mixolydian as basis (www.zappa-analysis.com): 

"During the song you have a large instrumental middle block for three sequent solos. All three follow 

the same modulation pattern, with as its basis: 

- 8 bars alternating C Mixolydian and Db Mixolydian. 

- 8 bars alternating Ab Mixolydian and Cb Mixolydian. In all bars the bass is playing the tonic as 

pedal note and the accompanying chords are mostly larger chords (7th to 11th) with the tonic as root. 

Only in the final 16th bar the bass moves over to Eb. 

- 8 bars again alternating C Mixolydian and Db Mixolydian. 

- 8 bars again alternating Ab Mixolydian and Cb Mixolydian. 

The three solo out-takes below are bars 5-10 plus the beginning of bar 11 from this scheme, that lasts 

32 bars in total. Thus these corresponding blocks present the same section as played by the three solo 

players. The scales are followed by the soloists with a lot of freedom. The first organ solo example 
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below begins with George Duke playing as fast as he can over a C Mixolydian accompaniment, using 

the chromatic scale. Notes over the Db bars can also get altered. Especially Zappa alters notes 

consistently during his solo. Over the C pedal bars he changes the E to Eb, thus mingling C 

Mixolydian with C Dorian. Over the Db pedal bars he always uses a C natural instead of a Cb and half 

of the time the Gb also gets altered to G natural. So here Db Mixolydian gets mixed with Db major 

and Db Lydian."  

 

Step 5: also exclude the larger chords following upon the dominant 7th for Mixolydian.  
 

In the Clement table below the stacking of thirds in the Mixolydian scale stops as soon as you get to 

the dominant 7th, so the whole dominant 7th family from the LCC gets rejected as not belonging to a 

Lydian theory. If you agree with that, then the following examples should sound as things unlike 

Zappa:  
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The chords in the first example: 

- bars 1-6: Bb Mixolydian with Bb13. 

- bars 7-8: B minor with B11(-13). 

- bar 9: C Mixolydian with C13. 

- bar 10-11: C# minor with C#m7add6. 

- bars 12-14: D Phrygian with D+7(b9). 

The above is the piano extract from the Songbook; in the 4th pdf version of my study you can find the 

orchestral score. It not only contains examples of Zappa stacking thirds upon the Mixolydian tonic up 

to the 13th, but also the use of the minor/Aeolian scale, as well as Phrygian. 

The second example from Yo' mama is Zappa putting chords in layers over the E Mixolydian tonic, 

right away beginning with E11. 

The third example is Zappa playing the E13 chord in a broken form at the beginning of Why Johnny 

can't read, a solo in E Mixolydian.  

 

In my opinion Zappa's music is not about prohibitions and exclusions. His desire for harmonic 

freedom is total and examples as above scream for it. They are not untypical of Zappa, it's what 

Zappa is about.  

 

Next is Zappa himself talking about this. It deals with the Heavy duty Judy guitar solo from Shut up 'n 

play yer guitar, a solo in E Mixolydian. Zappa refers to the vamp as E7, thus Zappa himself apparently 
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finds the dominant 7th a normal chord for his music. Steve Vai notates a triad in the FZ Guitar book. 

With two keyboard players and three rhythm guitar players it's difficult to hear the distinction. 

Moreover this citation stresses Zappa's fondness of bringing harmonies up to the 11th. Guitar Player, 

October 1995, pp. 90-91:  

 

 

 

Wouldn't it be odd if Zappa avoided this upon the Mixolydian tonic, statistically his most-used major 

type scale?  

 

11th and 13th chords in Zappa's music normally don't turn up as all six or seven notes played at once 

by one player. In that case such a large chord would sound as a rather plump mass. The chords get 

broken in an arpeggio-like manner or led over a number of parts (Clement also identifies chords in this 

manner; see the One man - one vote example above). In the following example Zappa prescribes a 

descant Bm11 arpeggio chord over an E pedal and a descant Gm11 chord over a C pedal. The total 

sounding combinations are 11th chords upon E and C, Mixolydian in this case (see both examples 

below). There is quite a number of such examples, like the What will Rumi do? example in my study 

or King Kong as played on Lumpy Gravy.  

 

 
 

Zappa's piano part for Farther O'Blivion, bars 28-37.  
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The corresponding Farther O'Blivion section, as played on Imaginary diseases (transcription by me, 

based upon the piano part).  

 

Step 6: exclude the sus2 chord for Dorian, as well as the triad, sus2 and the sus4 chords for 

Aeolian.  
 

Both in his 2009 study and his 2014 article Clement explains why cyclic chords should better not 

include lead tones from the corresponding Lydian scale. In case of D Dorian or A Aeolian, both 

overlapping with F Lydian for their notes, the sus2 chord would include an E. Specifically this E 

would be in relative dissonance with the corresponding Lydian tonic F. Clement even does this to the 

point of saying the triad on the Aeolian tonic shouldn't be used. On the Aeolian tonic the triad, as well 

as the sus2 and sus4 chords, would also create a dissonance with the corresponding Lydian tonic.  

 

Clement 2009, p. 137:  
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Clement 2009, p. 140 and 317:  
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Re-stated as a rule in his article, Clement 2014, p. 152:  

 

 
 

Combined with the rejection of the dominant 7th family, the consequences of the restrictions caused 

by the rules by Clement are severe. If true that would be weird for someone who himself claimed that 

he did whatever sounded good to him. It sort of rules out Zappa's free use of Aeolian. In chapter I 

enough examples have been given that Zappa himself considered Aeolian a viable scale. Though I can 

understand what Clement says, I find it difficult to take this serious. First, was Zappa the type to avoid 

lead tones and dissonants? Secondly, we're here not talking about audible Lydian lead tones or a 

dissonance, but an imaginary one: the Lydian scale or tonic is not actually played. Nobody before 

Clement has ever suggested that the Lydian scale is leading in Zappa's music. Then should everybody 

in some way subconsciously have realized that one shouldn't play a sus2 chord on the Dorian tonic, 

because one of its notes would create a dissonance with a corresponding Lydian tonic? That's highly 

unlikely. I only hear dissonances when they are actually played. And I only experience notes as lead 

tones in the scale that's being played. Over a Dsus2 chord in Dorian one has to play an F to hear an E-

F dissonance and, when this happens, one would call it a dissonance within the Dorian scale itself. 

And in case of Dsus2 in F Lydian, I would call E-F a dissonance within the Lydian scale. Music isn't a 

form of higher mathematics with, in the case of Zappa, only people like Clement being able to 

discover how it works. You've got millions of people who listen to it, who are able to play it and able 

to identify scales and chords.  

 

Anyway, you can test yourself by trying to detect if you can hear that there's something wrong with 

the following examples:  
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The torture never stops: Zappa playing keyboard including Gsus2 in G Dorian. 

 

 
 

The torture never stops: idem with imaginary Lydian tonic.  
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Little umbrellas with the Dsus2 chord in D Dorian (notated as minor), as indicated by Andy Aledort 

(in the 4th pdf version of my study I made a mistake by notating a D chord here; there's no F# 

present). Printscreen taken from the Hot Rats guitar book, Hal Leonard series, page 43.  
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The little house I used to live in, section (transcr. W. Ludwig). In F# minor the notes of melody 

consistently form the F#sus2 chord. Also note the presence of the A and a G natural, next to G sharp: 

Zappa's music isn't about avoiding dissonances.  
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Pygmy Twylyte solo (A token of my extreme): George Duke improvising, using the triad on B and 

Bsus4 in B Aeolian.  
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The idiot bastard son (1974), with a citation from "Pygmy twylyte" with Dsus2. At this specific point 

this block can be seen as in D Dorian. In the context of "The idiot bastard son" itself, there are also 

different possibilities to look at it (see the YCDTOSA II section in my main study).  

 

 

Sheik Yerbouti tango. Triad on F in F Aeolian.  
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Peaches III, section. Triad on B, Bsus2 and Bsus4 passing by in B Aeolian.  

 

 

 

King Kong opening (1982): Tommy Mars improvising, using Ebsus2 in Eb Dorian.  
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Outrage at Valdez (F Aeolian). The notes from the Fsus2 chord in the shape of a stacked fourth.  

 

So these examples show a sus2 chord on the Dorian tonic in a couple of environments, as well as the 

use of the triad, sus2 and sus4 chord over the Aeolian tonic. There's nothing wrong with the above 

examples, nor do they sound as unlike Zappa. All four cyclic chords from the beginning of this chapter 

sound usable in Dorian and Aeolian.  

 

Step 7: include the "So what" chord.  
 

The so-called So what chord, as intervals 5-5-5-4, is given a specific meaning in jazz circles. Clement 

found one song with Zappa using this chord, which is too meager to include it in a table with 

characteristic chords. The chord can be played on both the Dorian and Aeolian tonic by the way.  

 

Step 8: exclude the 11th in the Ionian stacked thirds series.  
 

On C that would be the F, the fourth. In the overlapping F Lydian scale this F would be the tonic itself. 

For both the Lydian scale and the Ionian scale Clement states that this note should be avoided in the 

melodic line over the tonic (Clement 2009. pp. 127-8, for Lydian and Clement 2009, p. 129, for 

Ionian). I'm dealing with this in chapter VI: Clement's statement that there's a strong tendency in 

Zappa's music to do so is incorrect.  

 

So by following these exact 8 steps we're getting at the chord tables from the Clement study. In his 

2009 study you see them as examples 4.10, 4.15, 4.17 and 4.25 (the G clef in staff 3 in example 4.15 is 

a writing error for the F clef). Clement 2014, p. 151, has these tables combined (the accolade in (a) is a 

writing error, it should be for only the quintal and sus2 chord; the first sus2 in (b) is a writing error for 

sus4):  
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By adding extra chords to the Lydian table and skipping chords from the others, it now looks as if 

modes I-IV offer comparable possibilities. The inner inconsistence of his theory, to a point, also gets 

noticed by Clement himself. The encircled part is sort of the same as I'm saying in a nutshell, though 

by far not covering the amount of defects as I described above. When you don't accept the rules by 

Clement, this goes for all scales even more so.  

 

Clement 2009, p. 129:  
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Clement 2009, p. 128-9:  

 

 

 
 

Then why, for theoretical reasons, why should Zappa avoid the Ionian scale? Other than Lydian, 

Ionian does support the sus4 chord. Even Clement and his rules can't hide that Ionian suits his theory 

better than Lydian. Noting that Csus4 and Fsus2 contain the same notes I hardly find of interest. 

Diatonic scales always overlap for 100%. Dsus4 overlaps with Gsus2. Gsus4 overlaps with Csus2. 

Asus4 overlaps with Dsus2. It's useless to interpret chords as inversions of chords from another scale. 
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Just stick to the standard definitions or the identification of chords becomes a mess. Should Dsus4 in 

Dorian be seen as an inversion of Gsus2 in Mixolydian, and therefore Dorian as an inversion of 

Mixolydian? No. Clement is only doing this in this particular case because it suits his theory.  

 

 

PEDAL SUBSTITUTIONS: WHAT'S A SUBSTITUTION FOR WHAT?  

 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter I would return to the topic of pedal substitutions. 

Clement is much inclined to call something a pedal substitution for Lydian instead the other way 

around. Also when a compositions changes over time he does this. It's always a retrospective 

correction (Uncle Meat; Clement 2009, page 152), a reversed retrospective correction (Inca roads, also 

page 152) or whatever correction to Lydian. In the following two examples this is getting out of 

proportions. Clement 2009, pp. 168-9 and 341, are his explanations for The deathless horsie:  
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The following things are questionable or wrong with this explanation:  

 

- This solo has a central theme. It opens with this theme in B Mixolydian and it returns to it towards 

the end. The entire solo thus has four blocks, with two blocks in B Mixolydian, containing soloing as 

well as the central theme. Normally one should thus see Mixolydian as the main scale. Clement 

correctly notes the presence of two blocks in A Lydian and C# Dorian (partly, see below). B 

Mixolydian and A Lydian are pedal substitutions for one another. Since B Mixolydian is the central 

scale, it would by logical to see A Lydian as a substitution for B Mixolydian and not the other way 

round as "Lydian system A", as Clement does. 

- The C# Dorian part is not really C# Dorian but a mingling of C# Dorian and C# Aeolian (see the 

transcriptions by Steve Vai in the FZ Guitar book and the example in my main study, www.zappa-

analysis.com: both the Aeolian A and the Dorian A# turn up). Clement calls C# Dorian Lydian system 

E. C# Dorian would be a pedal substitution for E Lydian, but without E Lydian even being played, that 

makes all modal music a Lydian system. As mentioned at the beginning, diatonic scales are always 

pedal substitutions for each other. 

- The remarks about the A and A# therefore don't hold. 

- Even if this did happen, the alleged avoidance of the Lydian tonic in melodies over this tonic is not 

strong enough for drawing conclusions like this. See chapters IV and VI. 

- Exactly the same applies to the C# pedal part from Black napkins. Also here you can check the 

transcription by Steve Vai in the FZ Guitar book, as well as my remarks below the Pink napkins 

example in my main study. It's not just C# Dorian, but a mingling of C# Dorian and C# Aeolian. 

About the various Black napkins type C#/D appearances I'm saying in my main study: 

"There's an ongoing indecision to play an A or A# over the C# pedal for the various occasions the 

C#/D schedule is used. In the examples in this study it goes as: 

- Black napkins (1975): the A is avoided. 

- Black napkins (1976): an A. 

- Pink napkins: the A in bar 5 becomes A# in bar 7. 

- Panty rap: the A is avoided again. 

This continues in the 1988 version: A# for the chord at 0:39, A for the sax at 1:12-1:15 and 1:28-1:30, 

A# for the trumpet at 2:02-2:05 and an A again at 2:24-2:25."  
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Main theme from The deathless horsie (The Frank Zappa Guitar book, transcription Steve Vai). 

Note: for some reason Steve Vai notates an A# in the presets, but it's always A natural during the B 

Mixolydian blocks.  

 

Sometimes it looks like it hardly matters what Zappa does, there's always an excuse to call it a Lydian 

system. This is getting pretty unbalanced in Outrage at Valdez. This composition indeed ends in what 

you might call Db Lydian. But we're talking about 6 seconds in a composition that lasts 3 minutes. Is 

this then a Houdini trick: look people, Zappa may have written Outrage at Valdez largely in minor 

scales, but guess what, by the final two bars the whole composition should retrospectively be seen as 

Lydian system Db?  
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Normally one would see that as an evasive chord, a deceptive cadence at most, not a reason to re-

interpret the whole composition. But Clement marks it with an exclamation mark for proving his 

Lydian theory. In his 2009 study, page 142, Clement identifies the scales from this piece as:  

 

 
 

This F-Eb-F-Gb-F pedal notes sequence is correct. It's the same sequence as I'm hearing on CD. For 

his 2014 article, page 155, however Clement, puts the accents quite differently: 

 

 
 

The Bb and Db appear more as harmony notes along the basic F pedal. If they were clear pedal 

substitutions, Clement would also have noticed that in 2009 (and I for the 2012 pdf version of my 

study).  

 

The following examples show that when you start reasoning like Clement, it becomes easy to find 

compositions suggesting a Lydian system with any composer.  
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Bach playing over pedal notes, forming the series of pedal substitutions C Ionian, F Lydian and D 

Dorian. F Lydian (!)? Lydian system F? 

The applied key identification method is the "vertical" one, that is the pedal note or root of the chord 

someone is playing over determines the key (see also chapter III). You don't have to tell me that 

traditional harmony explains this "horizontally", as a progression of pedal notes/chords in the same 

key. In this case I-IV-II in major. By no means am I suggesting that the composers mentioned in this 

section have anything to do with a Lydian theory (Zappa included). I'm just making a point. By using 

terms from the LCC and the Clement theory the above is possible.  
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Clement 2009, p. 318: suggestions of Bb Dorian in an F Aeolian environment. Followed by 

Beethoven, sonata opus 111 bars 98-99: use of a T7 cyclic chord suggests a latent Lydian tonic F?  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 142-3, with another hint at Outrage at Valdez not being as Aeolian as it looks: 

 

 
 

 

Here Clement is suggesting that Zappa on the spot became to regret that he wrote Outrage at Valdez in 

Aeolian by skipping the Db from the accompanying figure. Without it the Db turns up only in bar 7 of 

the example from my main study (this example was transcribed by me from record because I don't 

have access to the original score and the Clement study was not yet published at that moment). If you 

insist you can say that the CD version is indecisive about being Aeolian or Dorian for bars 1-6, but 

saying that Zappa did this to weaken the Aeolian interpretation... Come on. Aeolian is a normal scale 

in Zappa's music (see chapter I).  
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Brahms, Intermezzo op. 118 nr. 2, bars 1-9.  

 

 

 

Brahms, Intermezzo op. 118 nr. 2, bars 28-32.  

 

Brahms "weakening" the A major interpretation of his Intermezzo op. 188 nr. 2. The Em chord in Bar 

5, beat 3, suggests an E Dorian reading with the G becoming natural. This can be seen as still 

continuing in bar 6 because of the absence of a G/G#. The B7 chord in bar 7 points at a B Mixolydian 

reading during bars 7-9, with the D turned sharp. Bars 30-32: the D pedal during the climax of the 

melody, played forte, indicates an "overthrow" of the A major tonality by a D Lydian one. Again I'm 

only making a point; I'm not suggesting this is a normal form of analyzing Brahms.  
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Bartok, Mikrosmos, nr. 122, bars 1-15. C Lydian, Lydian system C? Notice the use of the Csus2 chord 

and the extensive use of one of its inversions, Gsus4 (see below).  

 

 

 

Notice that Clement indicates the Asus4 chord as Dsus2 (Clement 2014, p. 164). These contain the 

same notes and in traditional harmony chords and their inversions are always given the same name. 

But in pop terms you have sus2 and sus4 as distinct terms. It's not really wrong what Clement is doing 

here, but normally one would pick Asus4 as name.  
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Bartok, Mikrosmos, nr. 143, bars 1-4. Lydian system Db? Notice the use of a repeated T7 cyclic chord 

(Db-Ab-Eb-Bb).  
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Debussy, Danses de Delphes, bars 11-18. Debussy using Mixolydian, Dorian, and Lydian. Lydian 

systems Eb, Ab and F?  
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CHAPTER III: THE POSITION OF THE MIXOLYDIAN SCALE.  
 

 

In traditional harmony it's all about the major and minor scale. The other three standard diatonic scales 

- Dorian, Lydian and Mixolydian - get mentioned for completeness as scales used in medieval and 

renaissance times. But all note examples, chord sequences and resolving chords, are derived from the 

major and minor scale. About all works by Bach are in these two scales and this remained so for a 

very long time. In modern music, jazz and rock music, the modal scales made a comeback. The Lydian 

chromatic concept (LCC) by George Russell is a theory completely different from traditional 

harmony. Instead of taking major and minor as central scales, Lydian and Dorian are the starting point. 

The theory was intended for jazz players to point at what's the most natural scale to improvise along 

over a certain chord. George Russell considers Lydian the most natural way of creating major 

harmonies. The central argument is that, by stacking fifths, the most consonant interval, you're getting 

at the seven notes of the Lydian scale: C-G-D-A-E-B-F# (when you're starting with C). In diatonic 

order it's C-D-E-F#-G-A-B, thus C Lydian and not the C major scale. Another argument is that the 

lead tones in the C Lydian scale lead to C and G, thus the triad. In major you have an E as lead tone 

going to F, going to the fourth instead of the fifth. For minor harmonies Russell took Dorian. 

Mixolydian first gets into the picture when the dominant 7th is played, a chord only the Mixolydian 

scale supplies on its tonic. Major and minor have no independant role in the LCC. When they occur, 

they are interpreted as incidental inversions of the triad on the Lydian tonic. In case of the C Lydian 

triad (C-E-G), you're getting at E minor when you're putting the E in the bass and at G when you're 

doing this with the G.  

 

From the 4th edition of the LCC, page 53:  

 

 
 

Note 1 refers to page 2 from the LCC, with the Lydian scale as formed by stacking fifths:  
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Page 24 deals with the Mixolydian scale (in the LCC the non-Lydian scales don't get mentioned by 

their own name, but identified as modes of Lydian; here it's about D Mixolydian, Lydian mode II by 

moving from C Lydian to D Mixolydian by substituting the root note C by D, one scale step higher). 

Chart A gives an overview of the use of scales along chord types (root of the chord and key of the 

scale are always taken as the same). The major triad sounds the most natural within the Lydian scale 

(I); you can also see here that Aeolian (mode III) and Ionian (mode V) are seen as scales stemming 
from inversions of major chords by putting the 3rd or 5th below.  
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Mixolydian (“Lydian Mode II”): 

 

 
 

Chart A with an overview: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Of the three major type scales, Mixolydian is in fact the most frequently used scale in Zappa's music. 
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Clement also noted the occurrence of Mixolydian and ranks it as the third scale. For the LCC the 

choice for Lydian for major chords is essential. That is what this theory is about: Lydian is the 

most natural major type scale. If a composer chooses for Mixolydian and/or major next to 

Lydian as well, then it's not a mere deviation from it. For the LCC Mixolydian first gets into the 

picture for the dominant seventh. Using Mixolydian over triads as an equally valid alternative 

for Lydian goes against the core of its concept. This also goes for somebody suggesting that 

Ionian is viable as well. Clement notes parallels between Zappa and the LCC and calls his own theory 

a "loosely adapted" version of the LCC. Clement 2009, p. ii:  

 

 
 

The reasons Clement is adapting the LCC are not just done to adjust it to incorporate what Zappa does. 

These adaptations are made upon theoretical grounds. On page71 a printscreen is shown with Clement 

calling the position of Mixolydian and the dominant 7th a crucial weakness of the LCC. This is done 

purely for theoretical reasons. This suggests that Russell and people influenced by his theory used a 

version of the LCC with a serious flaw in it. The Lydian theory by Clement should be seen as an 

improved version of the LCC and so far only one follower has been detected: Frank Zappa. And Zappa 

didn't have a clue himself. Isn't that a bit unlikely? Clement 2014, p. 149:  

 

 
 

This is another rather vague reproach, formulated as an innuendo rather than as an argument, 

suggesting a problem with the LCC that needs refinement. Umbrella, hierarchy? That's only toying 

with words. Russell does identify non-Lydian modes by their corresponding scale step in the Lydian 

scale. If that is what Clement means, then I agree with Clement that what Russell does is unusual, but 

for practical purposes this doesn't make a difference. Russell may call Mixolydian Lydian mode II, it's 

still the same Mixolydian scale. It's not the purpose of this pdf to evaluate the LCC, but as a theory by 

itself I find it elegant and entirely logical (Zappa being no follower of it). George Russell is not with 

us anymore to defend his theory.  

 

Clement 2014, p. 149, as already reproduced above:  

 

 
 

In relation to the LCC the remark that Zappa's use of Lydian might be unprecedented is particularly 
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awkward. Since Lydian and Dorian are the central scales in the LCC, shouldn't one expect this 

unprecedented use of Lydian to occur with the followers of the LCC? The role of Mixolydian in the 

LCC is limited compared to Lydian. In Zappa's music Mixolydian is a common scale, even more used 

than Lydian (see chapter I). Also Clement does not try to deny the frequent occurrences of the 

Mixolydian scale. Nevertheless Zappa's use of Lydian is unprecedented in music history (thus not 

excluding followers of the LCC or any modal composer)?  

In my opinion Zappa's use of Mixolydian should have been a sign not to associate Zappa with the 

LCC, also not in a mitigated form. But Clement simply goes on with his theory, stating that George 

Russell had made a crucial mistake by associating Mixolydian with the dominant 7th. Furthermore in 

his 2009 study it gets said that certain characteristics of Mixolydian show an indebtedness to the 

overriding Lydian tonic, without giving any explanation. In his 2014 article he does try to find an 

argument (see below). Clement 2009, p. 131:  

 

 
 

Clement states that George Russell made a mistake by his choice to place the dominant 7th in the 

Mixolydian scale. The argument has to do with chord identification methods. Clement 2009, 112:  
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The horizontal method of key-chord identifications is the standard way, traditional harmony. It deals 

with chord progressions as I-IV-V. The vertical method deals with playing over a chord, where the 

root note of a chord and the key note are taken as the same. One shouldn't mingle these methods as it 

suits you. Here Clement is using an argument from traditional harmony against a theory that chose not 

to follow traditional harmony. You don't explain most chords upon the tonic and another one, as the 

dominant 7th, on step V of the major scale. Moreover, if a composer doesn't like the sound of a 

resolving dominant 7th chord, then what is more logical: don't let it resolve or don't use this chord at 

all? I think the first. What Russell does is logical in the sense that, for his theory, he at least follows 

one method. More important is what Clement has to say himself about the dominant 7th chord, namely 

that it doesn't belong to a Lydian theory at all (Clement 2009, pp. 131-2; not limited to Mixolydian I 

7th):  
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In Clement 2014, p. 152, this prohibition gets reformulated as a tritone restriction (here for his 

Mixolydian table):  
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In chapters II and VI enough is said about the occurrences of the dominant 7th. It's a normal chord in 

Zappa's music.  

 

Next is his attempt to find an argument why Mixolydian should be seen as subservient to Lydian, as 

published in his article. Clement 2014, p 152:  

 

 
 

 
 

Here Clement tries to find a way to incorporate Mixolydian in a Lydian theory. His Night school 

example includes the Lydian II chord over the Lydian pedal, which he names “Mixolydian” and then 

interprets as an “implicit polymodality”. Whether this is correct is debatable, since this only concerns 
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the root of the II-chord combined with a pedal note. Even if one would accept this as a form of 

polymodality, it’s a thus weak one that it should not be used to give Mixolydian I a subservient 

function to Lydian in its normal definition. To a certain degree Clement also realizes this when he 

continues on page 153:  

 

 
 

Now how should this be read? Does this say that, when you want to study Zappa's use of the 

Mixolydian I triad, one shouldn't look at compositions in Mixolydian, but in Lydian? And then 

identify the Lydian II chord as examples of Mixolydian? The encircled part says that when the 

Mixolydian tonic is stable, the tonicizing role (for Lydian) is downplayed. Uh... the Mixolydian tonic 

is stable: THAT IS WHAT PEOPLE MEAN WHEN THEY CALL SOMETHING MIXOLYDIAN. 

Downplayed to uh... NOT EXISTING. This thus confirms my critique that Clement has no viable 

reason to deviate from the LCC by suggesting that Russell made a mistake with his positioning of the 

Mixolydian scale, while maintaining that Mixolydian supports a Lydian theory nevertheless.  

 

In the Clement study two progressions are seen as pedal substitutions, rather than chord alternations, 

the more common approach. One is I-II in Lydian, called a Lydian-Mixolydian or L/M substitution by 

Clement. The other is I-IV in Dorian, called a Dorian-Mixolydian or D/M substition by Clement. 

Other authors get referred to, who, on their turn, can identify this progression differently (in pop music 

in general). I can understand the arguments, but I call these two instances simply Lydian and Dorian in 

my table from chapter I. By the Clement definition the number of occurrences of Mixolydian would 

augment, thus even more stressing that Zappa uses Mixolydian more often than Lydian. Zappa calls 

the L/M substitution simply Lydian as well. Just stick to the standard definitions, that's the easiest for 

everyone. The below (Clement 2014, p. 157) only leads to an endless bickering among academics.  
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Zappa calls this progression simply Lydian, apparently without even considering that this would need 

any explanation. Guitar Player, October 1995, pp. 90-91:  

 

 
 

The reason to call it just Lydian is simply a matter of conventions. In case of a C-D alternation: when 

the solo begins with C, it's C Lydian (only if the D was played in a lower register or much longer held, 

one might consider calling it D Mixolydian). When it would have started with D it would be D 

Mixolydian. At any given point, other than the opening bars, it's impossible to make a distinction 

between I-II in Lydian and I-VII in Mixolydian (Zappa's solos normally don't have codas neither). The 

two chords are dealt with as totally equal. Or, when you use the terms by Clement, Lydian and 

Mixolydian are used as perfectly equal.  
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The following are printscreens of texts by the authors Clement is referring to. Not that I want to take 

part in this discussion, but because Clement wrote me he wanted to use their absence as a sign that I 

wouldn’t understand pop-standards.  

Below an example of Mark Spicer talking about emergent and hidden tonics. Here he's describing that 

the opening chord of "Ribbon in the sky" by Stevie Wonder should not be used to call it Eb Dorian. 

Instead of that this chord can better be seen as step II of Db major, the key of the refrain (from 

"(Per)Form in(g) Rock", Music Theory Online, October 2011). The reference by Clement to Mark 

Spicer is wrong for its argument, by the way. As you can see in the Burnt weeny sandwich section 

from my main study, www.zappa-analysis.com: major/Ionian is a normal scale in Zappa's music, 

certainly in general.  

 

 

 

Jonathan Bernard, Listening to Zappa, page 89, simply naming the I-II alternation in Lydian 

differently, namely as VII-I in Mixolydian (in: Contemporary Music Review 2000, Vol. 18, part IV): 

 

 
 

The two printscreens below stem from Walter Everett, The Foundations of Rock: From “Blue Suede 

Shoes” to “Suite: Judy Blue Eyes", 2009. This is a survey of rock music from the period 1955-1969, 

the years Everett sees as the most creative period. On page 171 Everett points at the use of modal 

scales in pop music. Page 173 is about Mixolydian and Lydian. Everett does say that he finds Lydian 

rarely used, but on pages 251 and 256 he continues with saying he considers both VII-I in Mixolydian 

and I-II in Lydian viable progressions in a broader context.  
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THE PENTATONIC SCALE  

 

The pentatonic scale gets a section of its own both in the Clement study and article. By their definition 

pentatonic scales are not diatonic, but usually get explained as derived from major or minor by 

skipping two notes. They can be explained as derived from modal scales just the same. Clement looks 

at a note from the melody to be the tonic for the pentatonic scale instead of the pedal note. According 

to him the combinations of pentatonic scales and pedal notes in Zappa's music are quite limited, 
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namely the three combinations below. Clement 2014, p. 159-160:  

 

 

 

 
 

a) and b) look standard and can be seen as derived from Aeolian and Dorian just the same. The pedal F 

in c) is not a writing error for G. There's some sort of bitonality in Clement's major pentatonic 

interpretation for Zappa. In the example above the E pedal indicates E Lydian and Clement describes 

the melody as F# major pentatonic. But then who is to decide which note of the melody is the tonic? 

One can describe the separate melody as a pentatonic fragment, but not the whole. Personally I 

wouldn't call a situation like this pentatonic at all. Zappa rarely uses the pentatonic scale over a longer 

period. The two entirely pentatonic examples Clement is giving in his 2009 study are taken over from 

other studies, both uncredited. The Run Home Slow example was already present in the 1st 2000 

version of my study. The King Kong example, including the analysis, stems from the Ludwig study 

(see chapter IV). If you insist you can also find shorter periods of five notes in the melody only, and 

call these examples of the pentatonic scale. I my study I'm not specifically doing that.  
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CHAPTER IV: THINGS YOU DON'T DO.  
 

 

Copyright infringements.  
 

The Berne Convention regulates copyright in general terms. Most countries have signed the 

convention, among them the U.S. and the European countries. National legislation can give a further 

detailing of copyright. Copyright includes music transcriptions as regulated via article 2, item 3, of the 

Berne Convention.  
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This article about derivative works means that in case of for instance a music transcription, there's a 

double copyright. The ZFT has the copyright on the music itself and the transcriber has a copyright on 

the transcription. This may look odd at first reading, but the intention of the legislator is here to protect 

the effort of transcribing. Suppose this wasn't the case, then you could take a page by Steve Vai from 

the Guitar book, make some cosmetic changes upon it, and then say that it's your transcription. That 

then would be legal and undermine the work by Steve Vai. You don't do that with transcriptions by 

Vai, not the Hal Leonard series, and, when you're re-using one of my examples, you don't do that with 

my transcriptions neither. If you want to call something yours it has to be substantially different or the 

overlap should be small, like a complete song compared to a note example.  

 

Clement correctly states that he has a copyright on his own transcriptions and analysis. Clement 2009, 

p. 255:  
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The peculiar thing about this is that he did not consider that others can say the same, and that, in case 

of an overlap, you thus have to refer to these others. From the beginning I've had a discussion with 

him about this via e-mail, that is private. However I can mention a form of naivety, namely Clement 

kept saying that he doesn't have to refer to others as long as he didn't use their work as a source (or 

claims that he didn't). Instead of saying something like sorry I'll be more careful about this in the 

future, I found the following (Clement 2014, p. 146):  

 

 
 

This is only one step away from denying the copyright of other authors. It's irrelevant if you actually 

found something independently of others. Anyone can say that. Once again:  

 

Transcriptions and music analysis are copyrighted.  

 

As you can see in my main study, I always co-credit others as soon as I notice an overlap. Take for 

instance my Andy and Zomby woof examples and analysis. I find this natural for a number of reasons: 

- It looks stupid when you call something originally yours, when, obviously, it isn't. 

- I don't want to be accused of plagiary. 

- I respect the work by other Zappa scholars and transcribers, and even if I didn't, I'd still mention 

them for copyright reasons.  

 

The following three examples may serve as a warning:  

 

a) The Idiot bastard son  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 137 and 315, deals with the sus2 chord from the opening of The idiot bastard son, 

1967-8. His analysis of it gets dealt with briefly in my chapter VI and you can find an extensive (more 

correct) analysis of this piece in my main study, www.zappa-analysis.com.  
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The opening of The idiot bastard son (from We're only in it for the money, 1968):  
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The opening of The idiot bastard son (from We're only in it for the money as included in Lumpy 

Money, 1984 remix):  
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The opening of The idiot bastard son (from YCDTOSA, 1974):  

 

 
 

That's pretty different from the Clement example. Then where does this Clement example stem from if 

there are elements in it not played like that on CD? It's based upon the Frank Zappa songbook vol. I. 

For instance nowhere on CD the pick-up bar is identical to the first beat of bar 1, but it is in the 

Songbook and the Clement example. This Songbook version served as the basis for various versions, 
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but it never got played literally in this manner. In my study I'm calling the above transcriptions from 

CD by me, with the Songbook as source for its basic material. Clement took over most of it, reduced 

the chords to the indicated guitar chords only, and only adapted the piano bass to the bass guitar part a 

little. Other than me, Clement refuses to mention this source and even excludes it from his literature 

list. Clement 2009, p. 243:  

 

 
 

The Frank Zappa songbook vol. I., p. 103:  

 

 
 

b) King Kong  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 145 and 320:  
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This analysis was first published in 1992 study by Wolgang Ludwig, Research into the musical output 

of Frank Zappa, pp. 134-5. It also gets referred to in my study from the beginning (1st edition, 2000).  
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In English: "The melodic sequence [in bars 1-4] is based upon a repetition of motifs, that shows itself 

first as a section from a downwardly played pentatonic scale (bars 1-2 without an F), next as a part of 

the Eb Dorian scale (see the C in bars 3-4). The Eb tonality manifests itself by an ongoing bass riff of 

two bars [Ponty plays the music of Zappa version; on Uncle Meat it's plain Eb pedal]. Also in bars 6-

12 the pentatonic coloring of the melody becomes clear; because only in the first and second grade 

fifth-related notes are used, Ab, Db, Eb (1st grade) and Gb, Bb (2nd grade). The F and C notes first 

return again in the next bars. Also the members of the sequence (bars 1-4) are following the ladder of a 

downward pentatonic scale (first notes: Bb, Ab, Gb, Eb)."  

 

As for the Songbook vol. I, the Ludwig study even gets excluded from his literature list. Clement 
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2009, p. 243:  

 

 

Clement got his degree at the University of Cincinnati. Their library lists the Ludwig study as below. 

It's one of many libraries in the U.S. who have a copy. It's an academic dissertation, written in 1991. It 

gets referred to frequently in my study. Up till today I consider this study one of the best sources on 

Zappa. There are no serious errors in it, the transcriptions are reliable and the conclusions correct.  

 

 

 

Nevertheless Clement calls himself the first large-scale study of the instrumental music by Zappa. 

Clement 2009, p. ii (repeated on p. 1):  

 

 
 

c) Eric Dolphy memorial barbecue  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 59 and 281:  
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Again this analysis was done first in the 1992 study by Wolgang Ludwig, Research into the musical 

output of Frank Zappa, pp. 116 and 258: 
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Suggest a person is making mistakes when he doesn't do what your theory says he or she should 

do.  
 

When someone is not exactly doing what you would like him or her to do according your theory, then 

that's a pity for your theory, rather than calling it a mistake by that person. On pages 79-80, Clement 

2009, Clement is questioning the manner Zappa subdivides an irregular rhythm on some occasions:  

 

 

(On CD this example (Alien Orifice, bar 4, page 111 in this pdf) is played without strong accents and 

the CD version differs much from the lead sheet regarding details. But I could easily present midi files 

with accents that exactly follow the score or the groupings Clement is suggesting here, so that you can 

hear the difference.) 

 

This is getting deluded in case of his analysis of two bars from Dupree's paradise.  

 

Clement 2009, pp. 191-2, are about the symmetry one might find in the opening bars. As for most of 

what Clement writes it looks highly-educated, very detailed and sophisticated, people like Webern are 

referred to and often notes to academic journals are included. Clement undoubtedly is a talented 

musicologist. But he also got over-eager to prove himself. It looks like things were done in a rush, 

jumping to conclusions much too soon, with as end result that Clement's ambition level turns itself 

against him. In the first two chapters I showed that a whole theory fails, here it's more about details.  

 

First Zappa didn't compose the intro from Dupree's paradise like that on paper and the 1973 version is 

a variation upon it, which Zappa apparently allowed. Secondly the transcription is done carelessly 

(transcribed from YCDTOSA vol. II). It's not that bad having errors in a transcription or a piece of 

analysis (that happens to me to frequently as well). What makes it silly is a detailed analysis of it of 

one and a half page length, including the suggestion that Zappa made a mistake and an "ideal" version 

(Clement 2009, p. 355). 
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Zappa's own score:  

 

 
 

This score, adapted to the 1973 version by me:  
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Misrepresenting data, so that your theory comes out better.  
 

Clement 2009, pp. 127-8, is about his statement that Zappa mostly avoids the Lydian tonic in melodies 

that are played over the Lydian tonic. It gets said that this is not a rule, with bars 9-16 from The black 

page as an example with exceptions. The Black Page lead sheet is made up of only two pages, 

published in Keyboards, February 1987 (sample below). For copyright reasons I can't reproduce the 

full score. There are enough examples in the Clement 2009 study to show that he has the full score as 

well.  
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Clement 2009, p. 128:  

 

 
 

Now, when you start counting, you're getting the following for the melody: 

- bar 1: G Lydian. 11 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 2: Bb Lydian. 12 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 3: G Lydian. 4 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 4: Bb Lydian. 30 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 5: G Lydian. 17 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 6: Bb "Lydian". 4 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 7: G Lydian. 4 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 8: Bb Lydian. 18 notes with 1 times the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 9: D Lydian. 1 note with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 10: D Lydian. 18 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 11: D Lydian. 10 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 12: D Lydian. 14 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 13: D Lydian. 32 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 14: D Lydian. 12 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 15: D Lydian. 17 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 16: D Lydian. 11 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic D. 

- bar 17: Gb Lydian. 12 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic Gb. 

- bar 18: Gb Lydian. 4 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic Gb. 

- bar 19: Bb Lydian. 30 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 20: G Lydian. 17 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 21: Bb "Lydian". 4 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 22: G Lydian. 4 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic G. 

- bar 23: Bb Lydian. 18 notes with 1 times the Lydian tonic Bb. 

- bar 24: C Lydian. 1 note with 0 times the Lydian tonic C. 
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- bar 25: C Lydian. 17 notes with 1 times the Lydian tonic C. 

- bar 26: C Lydian. 10 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic C. 

- bar 27: C Lydian. 35 notes with 3 times the Lydian tonic C. 

- bar 28: C Lydian. 4 notes with 2 times the Lydian tonic C. 

- bar 29, beats 1-2: C# Lydian. 15 notes with 0 times the Lydian tonic C#. 

- bar 29, beats 3-4: B Lydian. 22 notes with 1 time the Lydian tonic B. 

- bar 30: Ab "Lydian". 1 note with 0 times the Lydian tonic Ab. 

 

Throughout The Black Page the Lydian tonic appears relatively little in the melody. It's possible that 

this is the best example Clement found for an exception to his rule. What makes it a misrepresentation 

is his choice of a subset of seven bars: the seven bars Clement is picking out are the seven bars from 

The Black Page where this tonic appears the least. In any other sequence of seven bars, the Lydian 

tonic appears more often. This goes beyond carelessness.  

So the Clement example to the contrary has two times the Lydian tonic in the melody, 2 out of 118 

notes. You can compare this to two examples to the contrary by me. The Orange county solo example 

below is in E Lydian. The Night school part between the two stripes is Ab Lydian without altered 

notes. The E and Ab appear frequently in the melody. I can present much more examples, both in 

favor or against Clement's statement. But what's more interesting is to check out how they sound. If it's 

typical of Zappa to avoid the Lydian tonic in melodies, these two examples should sound as 

uncharacteristic. They sound as normal Zappa music to me.  

 

 
 

Bars from the Orange County solo (Roxy and elsewhere). The Lydian tonic E appears 12 times out of 

60 notes.  
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Section from Night School (ostinato bass figure stands separately below) The Lydian tonic Ab appears 

8 times out of 32 notes.  

 

As a Montana example from the Overnite sensation CD, the following example for the avoidance of 

the Lydian tonic is also wrong. But here I can't positively proof Clement is misrepresenting data. 

Clement 2009, p. 308, and Clement 2014, p. 153:  

 

 

 

This example of four bars stems from Montana, correctly located at 3:56-4:06 on Overnite sensation. 

Only bar 1 is instrumental; the other three have lyrics. So it shouldn't be included in a study about 

instrumental music in the first place. It hardly can be a transcription by Clement from record, as the 

head suggests. It's highly unlikely that someone transcribes the difficult descant melody without 

mistakes, while indicating the much more easy bass line on Overnite sensation in bars 1-2 as G pedal. 

It's a counterpoint bass line that keeps moving, thus hardly fit to indicate pedal notes. I think this 

example has another source. Possibly it's derived from Zappa's own score with maybe the pedal notes 

as indicated by Zappa himself. The version on YCDTOSA II doesn't include this section and the one 

on YCDTOSA IV doesn't go like above neither. The Overnite sensation version (transcription: Paul 

Pappas/Original score?, with additions by me):  
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I could go on pages and pages about detail errors in the Clement study. These errors always work in 

favor of his theory. I can't prove Clement is deliberately making these mistakes, but the overall 

impression is one of a bias or an over-eagerness to prove his theories.  
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CHAPTER V: THE CHORD BIBLE.  
 

Chapter V of the Clement study deals among others with the chord bible, a collection of preferred 

chords Zappa seems to have used for writing atonal orchestra works around 1980. Its existence only 

got mentioned in interviews and hardly any indication has been given what the content would be like. 

 

In his chapter V Clement tries to deduce the main chords from the chord bible by looking at the scores. 

One has to consider the following: 

- The availability of Zappa's orchestra scores for the general public has become difficult due to the 

policies of the ZFT. This makes it difficult to verify someone's statements about these scores. 

- By looking at the few examples of such scores in my study, one can only draw one conclusion: the 

number of occurring chords is huge. 

- It is not known with certainty for which works Zappa used the chord bible. 

- It is not known to which extent Zappa applied the chord bible in these works. 

- The definition of a chord may also create difficulties: any sounding combination or should one try to 

distinguish lead melody and harmony notes? 

So you're on a haphazard territory here. Scientifically things would become easier if one could say 

something like any chord from "Mo 'n Herb's vacation" is part of the chord bible. Without information 

like this one might call a deduction of the chord bible from the scores either audacious or futile.  

 

For these reasons the content of the chord bible is not really my concern. I'm making some remarks 

about it nevertheless, because Clement likes to present the chord bible as additional evidence for his 

Lydian theory (Clement 2009, p. 203):  

 

 
 

The number of chords you can create with the twelve notes of an octave has been dealt with by 

mathematicians, for instance by Herald Fripertinger. He used George Pólya's enumeration theory for 

analyzing the possibilities of each set of notes from the chromatic scale. The number of arbitrary 

chords you can create with for instance eight notes, out of the octave set of 12 notes, is 

12*11*10*9*8*7*6*5 = 19.958.400. Chords could then spread out over eight octaves. This huge 

number has to be severely reduced for three reasons to get at the number of chord types, as they appear 

in music text books: 

- Chords can appear on any step of the chromatic scale. So you need to start by dividing this number 

by 12, because for any chord you have 11 transpositions. 

- The following order of the notes for chord types is taken as irrelevant. Each chord has a number of 

inversions. 

- The notes of the chord should fall within an octave. 

The calculation becomes complicated because these three criteria interfere with one another. So you 

can't start calculating it in an easy manner, step by step, but you need to solve it all at once. The 

results, as presented in some articles, are:  
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Number of notes 
Chords types incl. 

the following order 

Chords types indifferent to 

the following order of the notes 

1 1 1  

2 11 6  

3 55 19  

4 165 43  

5 330 66  

6 462 80  

7 462 66  

8 330 43  

9 165 19  

10 55 6  

11 11 1  

12 1 1  

 

 

On some occasions people do find the following order of the notes relevant. In case of two notes one 

would get at 11 intervals, but above we're getting at six chord types because via the method above the 

fifth is seen as an inverted fourth (C-F and F-C are taken as the same chord type). As cited by Clement 

2009 on page 200, Zappa did find the following order of the notes relevant, at least for some instances. 

Zappa also mentions that chords from the chords bible could spread out over four or five octaves, so 

the octave restriction from above doesn't apply neither. Clement follows this, thus including inversions 

and taking chords over an octave. The reductions from above are thus largely passed. In case of 

octatonic chords you're then not dealing with only the 330 chord types but somewhere between this 

number and the number of 19.958.400/12 = 1.663.200 theoretical possibilities. According to Clement 

the core of the chord bible is made up of the following. Clement 2009, p. 241:  

 

 
 

These chords are:  
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Diatonic chords from the chord bible (Clement 2009, p 361): 
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Below the "most common minor Lydian" chords from the chord bible (Clement 2009, pp. 210 and 

367). See below for the term "minor Lydian".  
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Below the octatonic chords from the chord bible (Clement 2009, p. 370). Clement remains a bit vague 

about seven-note chords (Clement 2009, p. 216). In a number of cases they can be seen as one of the 

above octatonic chords with one note skipped.  

 

 

 

 

 

I'm having a number of problems with this presentation:  
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1) A diatonic chord normally can't be identified as belonging to a specific scale, because diatonic 

scales 100% overlap. Each chord occurs in any scale. However one may choose to call the root note 

the tonic. In that case I can go along with Clement by saying that the chords on F in his table 5.19 are 

"Lydian" and those on D "Dorian". But as soon as you're getting at inversions using another note as 

root no more. One has to choose one method. What's an inversion of what is arbitrary.  

 

2) The term "minor Lydian" stems from Tommy Mars. Mars describes it as a chord only, on C being 

the Cm chord mixed with the D chord (Clement 2009, p. 207). The chord you're then getting at is C-D-

Eb-F#-G-A. Clement extends this to a seven-note scale in two variants; the missing B can be natural or 

flat. The one that would use a Bb is called minor Lydian (1) by Clement, and the one with a B is called 

minor Lydian (2) (Clement 2009, p. 364, using D and F as starting notes). His table 5.27 from above is 

not the minor Lydian chord Tommy Mars is speaking of, but the seven notes of his two minor Lydian 

scales in a series of different following orders. Understandably the word Lydian in it tickled Clement 

to stress its importance. However "minor Lydian" is only a choice for a name and the two minor 

Lydian scales Clement is presenting are of course not truly Lydian or minor/Dorian. You can get at his 

minor Lydian (2) scale by altering one note in the Lydian scale. For his minor Lydian (1) scale you 

already need to change two notes, or one, as you see it as a variant upon the Dorian scale. But you can 

also get at for instance the Lydian scale by altering one note in the Ionian scale. And you can get at 

Dorian by altering one note in the Aeolian scale. Might one then interpret the LCC and the Clement 

theory as simple variants upon traditional harmony? Because of the minor third in it the minor Lydian 

scale could also be seen as a variant upon Gypsy scales. For this reason I can accept the term "minor 

Lydian" as defined by Clement, but not any suggestion that it can be used in support of his Lydian 

theory as described in chapters I-III of this pdf. Strictly following the definitions by Clement himself 

minor Lydian doesn't belong to a Lydian system and the chord tables, as shown in chapter III. Of 

course composers can alter notes all the time, but when this is done in the same manner over a certain 

period, it's a modulation to another scale.  

The following stems from my main study. It’s about the close relationship between a number of sets of 

diatonic scales and indirectly related to the above in the sense that I rather not suggest that a scale 

should be seen as derived from another scale. Like I wouldn’t say Dorian is derived from Mixolydian 

by turning the third from major to minor. As soon as you start doing things like that the naming of 

scales becomes arbitrary and not workable anymore. 

 

""Orrin hatch on skis" is another solo using a vamp. This one has a reggae beat and a bass figure with 

a syncope in it during the second beat. Regarding scales it's an example where Zappa is alternating or 

mingling two closely related scales while using the same keynote, two scales that only differ by one 

note. C major and C Lydian are for instance very close: you only have to vary between F and F#. For 

modulating from C major to minor (Aeolian) you would have to change three notes. There are other 

diatonic scale combinations, which behave the same like minor-Dorian, major-Mixolydian and 

Dorian-Mixolydian. It's a subtle manner of modulating, that Zappa sometimes applied both for his 

solos and written compositions. As already mentioned Zappa normally doesn't use drastic key changes 

in his solos. He preferred to stay in one key. When the key does change he could effect it by changing 

the pedal note (leaving the set of notes the same) or changing a note as in the list below. Solos that are 

using unrelated scales are rare. Examples mentioned in this study are the "Black napkins" ending and 

the solo from the Hammersmith Odeon version of "King Kong". Below are a number of examples with 

two closely related scales with a common keynote, which have come by in this study: 

- "The Gumbo variations": G Mixolydian and G Dorian (B versus Bb). 

- "My guitar wants to kill your mama": idem. 

- "Think it over" guitar solo: D Dorian and D minor (B versus Bb). 
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- "Fifty-fifty": a couple of combinations, see the Overnite sensation section. 

- "Echidna's arf of you": E major and E Lydian (A versus A#), B minor and B Dorian (G versus G#). 

- "Dickie's such an asshole": F# minor and F# Dorian (D versus D#). 

- "All skate": A major, A Mixolydian and A Dorian (G# versus G and C# versus C). 

- "Inca roads (1975)": C major and C Lydian (F versus F#). 

- "RDNZL" solo: A major and A Lydian (D versus D#). 

- "Phyniox": Ab major and Ab Lydian (Db versus D). 

- "Black napkins", the C# pedal bars: C# minor and C# Dorian (A versus A#; see my remarks below 

the "Pink napkins" example). 

- "Filthy habits": F minor/C minor and F Phrygian/C Phrygian (G/Gb versus D/Db). 

- "Stink-foot" (1978): C Mixolydian (bass) and C Dorian (others) (E versus Eb). 

- "While you were out"/"Stucco homes": D Dorian and D Mixolydian (F versus F#; only mentioned in 

the Shut up 'n play yer guitar section; see the Guitar book for the transcriptions of these solos). 

- "Ship ahoy": D Dorian and D Mixolydian (F versus F#). 

- "The deathless horsie": C# minor and C# Dorian (A versus A#). 

- "Stevie's spanking" solo bars: A Dorian and A Mixolydian (C versus C#). 

- "Theme from Sinister footwear III": F Lydian and F major (B versus Bb). 

- "Orrin hatch on skis": D Dorian and D Mixolydian (F versus F#). 

In "Orrin hatch on skis" D Mixolydian tends to have the upper hand. The keyboard and rhythm guitar 

are in D Mixolydian all through. The bass starts chromatically (bars 1-3) and then continues in D 

Dorian. The guitar opens with an accentuated F in bar 1, bar 2 has an F# and bar three an F natural 

again. Next the guitar continues in G Mixolydian with only one more time the Dorian F on beat three 

from bar 6."  

 

3) If his table 5.29 presents the core of the chord bible for octatonic chords and Zappa was indeed 

following it for a number of his works, it would mean that he had radically reduced his palette.  

 

The next example may show that what Clement is doing is relative:  
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This is the opening of Mo 'n Herb's vacation (orchestra pitches; top part; the bottom part is 

percussion).  

 

- Pick-up bar, beat 1: (C)-C-Db-E-Ab-Bb-Eb-G (chromatic 7-note combination), 1-3-4-2-5-4. 

- Pick-up bar, beat 2: (C)-C-E-G-A-Bb-Db-F# (chromatic 7-note combination), 4-3-2-1-3-5. 

- Bar 1, beat 1: (D)-D-Eb-Gb-Bb-C-F-A (chromatic 7-note combination), 1-3-4-2-5-4. 

- Bar 1, beat 2: Bb-D-A-E-F-C-G (Bb Lydian scale), 4-7-7-1-7-7. 

- Bar 1, beat 3, chord 1: Db-Ab-A-E-B-Eb-F# (Db Aeolian scale), 7-1-7-7-4-3. 

- Bar 1, beat 3, chord 2: F-Bb-C-Db-Ab-Eb-G (F Aeolian scale), 5-2-1-7-7-4. 

- Bar 1, beat 4: A-D-F-Gb-Bb-C-E-G (chromatic 8-note combination), 5-3-1-4-2-4-3. 

- Bar 2, beats 1-2: Eb-G-Bb-C-Db-E-F-A (chromatic 8-note combination), 4-3-2-1-3-1-4. 

- Bar 2, beats 3-4: (A-Db-E-F)-Db-E-F-A (chromatic 4-note combination).  

 

Only on one spot you can find a chord from the Chord bible as Clement describes it. Of the three 

diatonic chords one can be identified as Lydian, but two others as Aeolian (thus as examples to the 

contrary of the above (Clement 2009, p. 203)). The other seven-note combinations aren't the minor-

Lydian chords or one of their inversions Clement is presenting. The seven-note combinations aren't 

octatonic chords with one note skipped either. The octatonic chords aren't from the above Clement 

table neither. Above I've taken any vertical combination as a chord, though some notes are taken as 

melodic embellishment only (for instance the upper G during beat 1 of bar 1). The first longer held 
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chord we're arriving at in bar 2 is Eb-G-Bb-C-Db-E-F-A. As intervals, by counting half-tone steps, it's 

4-3-2-1-3-1-4. This doesn't prove anything. It's just the opening page from "Mo 'n Herb's vacation" I 

happened to come across via the Allen Wright study. But it does point at the relativity of things.  
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- Bars 20-21, held chord: F#-B-G#-A-C#-D#-E-C (chromatic 8-note combination), 5-9-1-4-2-1-8. 

- Bar 22, held chord: F#-A#-C#-D#-E-B# (chromatic 6-note combination).  

- Bar 26, held chord: (E)-E-(B)-F-B-F# (chromatic 4-note combination). 

- Bar 27, held chord: (E)-E-(B)-(F#)-B-F# (stacked fifth or Esus2; the melody uses C natural, thus not 

diatonic).  

 

The unavailability of the scores to the general public has led to the awkward situation that I had to 

transcribe some samples from record to keep the coverage of Zappa's output balanced in my study. 

Next to the Mo 'n Herb's vacation I encountered two excerpts from Sinister Footwear I in an article by 

Arved Ashby in The Musical Quarterly. In the Sinister Footwear example above I'm not finding chord 

bible examples as described by Clement.  

 

Other samples from around 1980: 

- Sinister footwear II, bars 121-6, are also reproduced in the article by Ashby: three-part chords. 

Transcriptions from my main study: 

- Mo 'n Herbs vacation, part I, 2:18 till 2:25: three-part chords. 

- Sad Jane, section: fragmented diatonic material. 

- Envelopes, section: counterpoint movements. 

- The perfect stranger, fragment: four-part chords.  

 

I'm willing to accept that the examples in the Clement study are correct. The above doesn't prove 

anything for certain, but it is strange that in some randomly picked examples I'll find hardly any 

support for the chord bible as presented by Clement.  

 

The relativity of the Clement tables can also be shown via the next examples, sections from Alien 

Orifice from the sheet music and the "FZ meets the mothers of prevention" CD. When studying it for 

its chords, it shouldn't be presented as a 1982/84 ECE work, as Clement does (ECE stands for Electric 

chamber ensemble, mostly a rock band). The chords Clement's analysis is about, the minor Lydian 

chords, only happen in the sheet music version of this song. On both CD versions the lead melody is 

played basically the same as in the lead sheet, but the harmony is totally different. Thus the minor 

Lydian chord in this instance is not as important as Clement suggests. It's just one of the ways Zappa 

had it harmonized. Zappa's attitude towards harmony and song structures is extremely flexible, 

something you can notice repeatedly by comparing versions of a song on different CDs. This makes 

the analysis of Zappa's songs tricky. One can get at a correct analysis of one version. Next one is 

inclined to think it applies to this song in general. And then, when you're listening to the details of 

another version, your analysis is suddenly not applicable anymore. Clement 2009, p. 368-9:  
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And:  

 
 

On album (Mothers of prevention):  
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And:  
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CHAPTER VI: MY ARGUMENT AS INCLUDED IN THE 4TH PDF EDITION.  

 

For matter of completeness I'm here including the text from the 4th pdf edition of my main study, 

pages 554-563. It tells basically the same as chapters I-III. In this case in words only.  

 

 
THE LYDIAN THEORY BY BRETT CLEMENT 

 

In 2009 a study by Brett Clement was published in pdf format at the University of Cincinnati, dealing 

with Zappa's instrumental music. It contains two theses. The first smaller one is about rhythm. In 

chapter 3 rhythmic dissonance is presented as Zappa's rhythmic trademark. This term stems from 

Zappa himself. He takes up six pages for defining this term leading to what's in my opinion the 

definition of irregular rhythmic groupings, a normal musical term. As a thesis it's defendable, but also 

a matter of defining what's the most appropriate way of using the word trademark. More generally 

speaking Zappa seeks for rhythmic diversification and the use of irregular groupings is one of the 

ways in which he's achieving this. It can also be argued that syncopes are his trademark. Or on beat 

4/4. The second thesis is the core of this study and deals with Zappa's use of scales and chords in his 

diatonic instrumental music. In 1953 jazz composer George Russell first presented his Lydian 

Chromatic Concept (LCC). Today it's available in a 4th edition with a foreword by Andy Wasserman 

at a steep price (the page numbering from below is from this edition). Contrary to traditional 

harmony, that's built around major and minor, in this concept Lydian is seen as the central scale: 

- When you're stacking fifths the group of notes you're getting is the Lydian scale (page 2; starting on 

C it becomes C-G-D-A-E-B-F#, the notes of C Lydian). 

- Lydian is the more elegant way of playing over a major 5th chord, better than the major scale itself. 

On pages 5-6 the argument goes as: playing in C you get to the fourth first (C-F), whereas in C 

Lydian there's an F# instead of an F and you get led to the fifth. This playing over a chord is called the 

vertical use of a chord-scale combination. The theory was first intended for jazz musicians, who 

improvise over chords. Progressions like I-IV-V-I are called the horizontal use of chords. 

The first counts heavily to Russell. Because a fifth is the first and thus strongest overtone (page 2-3), 

the series of stacked fifths is seen as a gravity field, sort of a natural law (page 52) that establishes 

Lydian as the mother scale of all other ones. The other scales aren't even given their normal names but 

presented as modes of Lydian. When you, following the notes of the C Lydian scale, move over to 

playing from D to D, it gets called Lydian mode II instead of Mixolydian. Number VI then would be 

Dorian. In chapter III you get idea of the vertical chord-scale combinations extended to all chords, 

summarized in chart A. The principle it's based upon gets explained op page 20-21, in combination 

with a scale's potential to produce chords families as indicated on the following pages. Lydian and 

Dorian are the most important ones, whereas major and minor are seen as mere variants upon Lydian 

with the 3rd or 5th of this scale used as pedal note instead of the tonic itself. 

In his dissertation Brett is confident that Zappa's diatonic instrumental music can be positioned within 

the LCC, in a modified form, leading to his conclusion at the end of chapter 4 that: "[...] that said, 

though Zappa's music is certainly influenced by many trends in the twentieth-century music, Zappa 

was keen upon developing his own original approaches to composition. Thus the Lydian-based 

approach described here, which treats Lydian as tonic while allowing for a highly codified limited 

treatment of additional diatonic modes, represents Zappa's original solution to composing with the 

diatonic scale". In Zappa! page 30, Zappa commented in 1992 that, after some experiments with 12- 

note music: "... So I started moving in the direction of a more haphazard style. That's what sounded 

good to me for whatever reason, whether it was some crashing dissonance or a nice tune with chord 

changes and a steady beat in the background". Anything anytime etc. became his credo. If this Lydian 

theory is correct, then the implication is that Zappa has been bit naive as it comes to his diatonic 

instrumental music. Instead of moving away from traditional harmony as the only system and 

diversifying his music towards whatever he felt like, he landed into the Lydian system as described by 

Brett without being aware of it (if Zappa knew of the LCC is unknown; on page 116 Brett writes in 

note 48 that: "It should be stressed, however, that there is no evidence that Zappa was familiar with 
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the LCC"). If someone came up with a similar theory for any of the modern classical composers, 

anybody would immediately raise his eyebrows. But that's not an argument, it can happen that 

someone follows a system without realizing it himself. 

I've been in doubt if I should include a comment upon it. My study doesn't deal with instrumental 

music taken separately, though half of my study happens to be about instrumental music. Since it 

doesn't overlap well with my own findings on Zappa's music, both in general and limited to 

instrumental compositions, doing nothing may make me look as if I've missed the point or at least that 

my study lacks depth. Doing something means spending your energy in a negative manner. 

Furthermore, in my opinion, it doesn't do justice to the full width of Zappa's music. If I don't come up 

with an argument, I think eventually somebody else will. 

- On pages 116-117 and 123 Brett is explicit in saying that Lydian is Zappa's most-used scale in his 

diatonic instrumental music: "More significantly, Zappa's approach to modality - particularly his 

preference for the Lydian mode - offers the potential for parallels [with the LCC]. In fact, the Lydian 

mode can easily be considered the characteristic sound of Zappa's diatonic music" and "As mentioned 

previously, the Lydian mode is by far the most commonly encountered mode in Zappa's diatonic 

works. Of the many examples in which Lydian was contextualized as tonic, consider the introductory 

guitar solos to Zappa's concerts from 1978-79. Texturally, this improvised event consisted merely of a 

sustained pedal note over E, over which Zappa would embark on a lengthy E-Lydian solo." My study 

contains 310 note examples and anyone can judge by himself whether it's representative of 

Zappa'soutput. If I put a filter on the table from the Burnt weeny sandwich section by the rough 

method of skipping all the ones that contain lyrics, still half of them remain leading to the following: 

Major/Ionian: 29, Dorian: 56, Phrygian: 8, Lydian: 28, Mixolydian: 35, Minor/Aeolian: 20, Varying 

rapidly: 45 (several examples are marked for more than 1 scale; for an overview in the form of a table: 

http:\\www.zappa-analysis.com\keys instr.xls). At the end of this section these examples are simply 

listed. By varying rapidly I mean that the scales are changing thus rapidly that I preferred not to 

assign these scale fragments to individual scales for this table. A more refined method would be the 

counting of the number of instrumental bars in which a certain scale is used. The result can be 

expected to be somewhere between this reduced table and the table from the Burnt weeny sandwich 

section, though I find it exaggerated to go to such lengths to prove a point. In his instrumental music 

the modal scales come out more pronouncedly, but still I see no sign of Lydian becoming the central 

scale. Brett's study concentrates on written examples, but this effect of the modal scales becoming 

more important is largely caused by the many improvised guitar solo examples in my study (see the 

Shut up 'n play yer guitar section for an overview). For his solos Zappa has a clear preference for 

Dorian, Lydian and Mixolydian. But also for his solos Dorian and Mixolydian occur more often than 

Lydian. The only Zappa album that actually tends to favor Lydian is "Shut up 'n play yer guitar", for it 

contains four examples of the C Lydian solo he used to play during "Inca roads". About all titles with 

diatonic music in Brett's study are also passing by in mine - or the one by Wolfgang Ludwig - though 

the passages can be different. 

- My study offers enough examples to show that Zappa's harmonies use the whole range of what's 

possible. The Zoot allures section gives an overview. At one end you have Zappa quoting "Louie 

Louie" or the instrumental opening bars of "Doreen": pure traditional I-IV-V in major. At the other 

end you have bars where Zappa is mingling about all notes of whatever scale or examples where he 

lets two or more melodies play over each other - with or without pedal notes - in such a way that the 

harmonic combinations you're getting keep changing all the time, almost at will. To me Zappa's 

message is clear: I can use any chord in any position in any scale and combine it with a melody as I 

please. 

- Note examples from "Oh no", "Strictly genteel" and "Rollo interior" are passing by. The presence of 

a number of bars in Lydian or Dorian in a composition isn't enough to qualify it as a Lydian system to 

me. It's something I expect to find automatically with a composer who uses modal scales as more or 

less equivalent. With Phrygian and Locrian seldom being used in music in general, you've got five 

regular diatonic scales (Ionian/major, Dorian, Lydian, Mixolydian and Aeolian/minor). When 

someone is using all five of these scales without any system – thus also choosing not to compose via 

Brett’s Lydian systems - then the statistical chance that a bar is in Dorian or Lydian still gets to 40%. 

I've got hundreds of such bars. With Zappa changing scales frequently, then the statistical chance that 

Lydian or Dorian happens in a composition is way over 50%. 
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- The idea of the vertical use of chord-scale combinations gets mentioned frequently and presented via 

a couple of tables spread out over pages 305-317. Most chords are on the tonic as is also done in the 

LCC. Root of the chord and tonic are in the LCC mostly seen as the same. When Zappa plays a 

progression, in Brett's text it can get called a traditional horizontal progression (page 124 above) or 

only the chord over the tonic is taken as relevant (page 137 below). Only for Lydian I, II and V 5th 

get mentioned separately for playing progressions over the tonic (to the exclusion of others). Only for 

Dorian and Ionian thirds stacked to larger chords than 5ths (I 7th, 9th etc.) are mentioned. Sus2 in 

Dorian can be seen as I 9th without the third and seventh, but that's not what he wants (page 137: no 

sus2 on the Dorian pedal; page 318: Bbm11 includes all third-steps). So what's I 7th without the third 

or fifth? The purpose of mentioning a group of combinations of three notes separately (other than 

triads) seems to be to explain them as (inversions of) the sequent notes from the stacked fifths series 

("T7 cycle") that form the Lydian scale, rather than from stacking thirds in the scale they belong to 

(it's an elegancy of Lydian that you can stack fifths up to the 7th grade of the scale, starting with the 

tonic, but one can stack fifths this way up to the 6th grade in major as well by the way). It remains a 

bit cloudy to me, so I'll only make some remarks: 

a) In all four tables the tonic gets combined with a triad. Well yes, that's always a very common 

combination in diatonic music, more pointing at a modal theory when you associate it with each scale 

(except minor in this case). The number of instances in minor in my study indicates that the absence 

of a table for minor is exaggerated. It's only a relatively less used scale. 

b) The stacked fifth on the tonic gets presented as a preferred, characteristic chord for Lydian, but as a 

plain chord that one is rare (as a cell in a melodic line you'll encounter it more often). I had to look 

hard to find examples in my study. In my "Duck duck goose" example you have one in E Mixolydian 

and in my "Zoot allures" example you see them as the three triplets in major (there's a series of 

stacked fifths present in the "Piano intro to little house..." score, but that's in an atonal environment). 

To a lesser degree this also applies to the stacked fourth as a plain chord. In melodic lines you'll find 

Zappa stacking fourths more frequently. Their inversions, sus2 and sus4, happen more frequently. It 

would be a hell of a job setting up a general table of chords Zappa uses with their frequencies, but by 

looking through the available scores/transcriptions collections (see the Scores per CD section) you can 

see that sus2 and sus4 are two of the many chords that occur, not preferred or characteristic chords. 

Triads, 7th chords (complete or without the 3rd or 5th), sus2, sus4 and other types of larger chords 

happen on any scale step in Zappa's music. 

c) His "Idiot bastard son" example 4.26 is the Songbook arrangement, that you can hear in this form 

on "YCDTOSA II", 0:38-0:50. Interpreting these bars as D Dorian or minor modulating to A Dorian 

is just as well possible as Brett's explanation on pages 137-8 from his study. It looks as if he was well 

aware of this, because he takes an effort to prevent that you see it as D Dorian/minor. Then it becomes 

an example to the contrary instead of proof. Following Brett's reasoning a stacked fifth and its 

inversion, sus2, are excluded because in D Dorian these two chords include an E; in the corresponding 

Lydian system F (F Lydian is the Lydian scale with the same notes as D Dorian) the E would be in 

dissonance with the Lydian tonic. When you take it as D minor it would correspond with Bb Lydian, 

causing a similar A-Bb dissonance. It would be a cryptical reason to avoid this chord. When I hear a 

sus2 on the Dorian pedal passing by (as in the "The torture never stops" coda), at least I don't react 

like hey, wasn't that a miss? Ruth Underwood plays the D Dorian/minor part from "The idiot bastard 

son" separately on the Classic albums DVD as an example of 2-chords, which raises another practical 

problem: if Zappa wasn't consciously busy with Lydian systems, then how could it be avoided that 

band members would play things that go against it? I mean Zappa didn't prescribe every note or 

chord. 

d) Examples from my study that include a much wider use of chords than these tables are numerous. 

To mention some: "Foamy soaky", "Little house" main theme, "It must be a camel", "Twenty small 

cigars" opening bars, "Big swifty" piano part, "D.C. Boogie", "Conehead" vamp, "Why Johnny can't 

read", "Sunrise redeemer" (E pedal combined with D+F# by the guitar), "9/8 Objects". 

There's also a large number of examples where Zappa lets the notes from a scale mingle freely, either 

improvised or prescribed (like "Dwarf nebula", "Your mouth", "Greggory Peccary mvt. I" interlude, 

"I promised not to come in your mouth", "What will Rumi do?", "Dog breath variations" (1992)). 

e) Static situations with Zappa not using a chord directly related to the pedal (examples from my 

study): "King Kong" (Dorian, Eb pedal with Absus4), "Eat that question", "Chunga’s revenge" solo 
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from 1975 (Dorian, D pedal with the C chord), "No more Mr. nice girl" outro (Lydian, A pedal with 

Esus2), "The torture never stops (1980 solo)", "Hot plate heaven at the Green hotel". 

f) There are numerous examples of instrumental compositions that are entirely melodic, thus played 

almost without chords, like the following examples from my study: "Holiday in Berlin", "The little 

march", "Dog breath" (1974), "Big swifty" album version, "St. Alphonso's pancake breakfast" (the 

indicated 2-chords in the score aren't actually played on the album, the same goes for "The black 

page"), "Pygmy twylyte", "Debra Kadabra", "Filthy habits" and "Aerobics in bondage". Of course 

they can be harmonized and Zappa often changed things during tours. One can see groups of sequent 

notes as chords too and then you can see that Zappa is very free in his formation of melodies, thus 

also in this perspective not specifically following tables like Brett's. 

g) Some progressions or chords over the Lydian tonic being more than I, II and V 5th (examples from 

my study): "Would you like a snack", "Rollo" opening, "Andy" bar 2, "Wild love" bar 5, "Occam's 

razor" bar 9 and "Dupree's paradise" (1984). 

h) Following his reasoning you can also add the stacked fifth to the major and Mixolydian tables. 

When you also accept for instance that Zappa's range of chords in Mixolydian can go up to I 13th just 

as well as he allows it for major and Dorian (see point d)), then the tables become very similar. In 

fact, following his reasoning, it looks like of the three major family scales Mixolydian is the best 

equipped one for "Lydian" chords and the Lydian scale itself the least. Theoretically that still might be 

acceptable, if it weren't that this goes contrary to his reasoning in other parts. 

- Whereas his theory starts with explicitly saying that Lydian is by far the most common scale in 

Zappa's diatonic music, reading it makes you think he's changing his tone. On page 134 Dorian is 

quite okay too, "appearing only less often than Lydian". "By far the most" and "only less often", 

sounds close to a contradiction to me. Statistically Dorian occurs twice as often as Lydian in Zappa's 

music. The frequent use of Dorian is not in conflict with the LCC, but Dorian heavily outnumbering 

Lydian doesn't sound nice when you've earlier used Zappa's alleged preference for Lydian as the 

entrance for a Lydian theory and it doesn't sound nice for Russell's gravity field neither (the so 

important idea of stacking fifths only applies to Lydian). On page 131 and 163-5 Mixolydian is okay 

too, over for instance major chords, "touching upon Zappa's three favorite modes - Lydian, 

Mixolydian, and Dorian" (more on Mixolydian below). On page 149 it's "Of his four most often 

employed modes (Lydian, Ionian, Mixolydian, Dorian) ...". On page 150 switching between five 

pedal notes is allowed in a Lydian system and when Zappa does change to another key it still can be 

seen as a switch to another the Lydian system. Then what are you trying to say, "highly codified" or 

can eventually all diatonic music be explained towards Lydian systems? The regular diatonic scales 

can all be seen as pedal substitutions for one another. At various points the theory takes the 

appearance of a modal theory with the primacy of Lydian being highly theoretical. In his own words 

op page 135: "Considering our general tendency to conceptualize all non-Lydian events within a 

Lydian framework, we can also see Dorian as a strong analog to the Lydian tonic". 

- When Mixolydian enters the picture on page 131, things are getting stranger. Out of the blue Brett's 

text turns itself opposite to the LCC: "Contrary to Russell's strict association of the Lydian scale with 

the major triad, Zappa often pairs the Mixolydian mode with a major triad". He has to do so because 

Zappa does indeed use Mixolydian frequently, over triads or not. It breaks away from the logic behind 

the LCC - whatever one may think of it - but what then is the new logic? In Brett's example 4.2 (with 

explanation on page 105) C Mixolydian would miss both the F# and B lead tones, which would make 

Mixolydian - from the LCC point of view - even less fit than the major scale itself for playing over a 

major triad (both the lead tone to the 5th and the tonic fail). It gets noted that "certain characteristics 

in the vertical use of Mixolydian reveal an indebtedness to the overriding Lydian tonic". To me 

Zappa's use of Mixolydian shouldn't have been a sign to deviate from Russell's theory and still call it a 

Lydian theory. To me the theory then becomes more a modal theory. When someone plays a melody 

over I 5th in Mixolydian, I can't think of it as something with a Lydian tonic somewhere there in the 

background. Mixolydian exists for ages; I'm not going to call an E Mixolydian solo as "Heidelberg" 

Lydian system D. It wouldn't make sense. The same can be said about the examples in major and 

minor from my study. 

The thing Brett calls L/M and D/M substitutions are called I-II and I-IV alternations in Lydian and 

Dorian in my study, which is the common way of identifying chord alternations. Thus I identify these 

examples as entirely Lydian or Dorian. Mixolydian in my study uses this term in its common form, 
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thus by Mixolydian I never mean the "M" part in such progressions. I'm not going to call chord 

alternations key changes. Re-identify "Any way the wind blows" (1963) as a major minor 

substitution, theoretically it's possible, but no. 

- In the LCC, page 24, Russell first associates Mixolydian with the dominant 7th chord, but in Brett's 

theory "the dominant-seventh sonority is prohibited in this [i.e. his] theory. Stated plainly, 

dominantseventh 

chords do not occur within the Lydian system - or, for that matter, Zappa's diatonic music, 

wherein the presence of the dominant-seventh chord should be taken as a sure indication of the 

employment of the "horizontal" major scale tonal system [because of its resolving tendency]." On 

page 112 he speaks of a "crucial weakness" of Russell's theory. In the examples of my LCC edition I 

see this chord being used normally. The dominant 7th is also in Zappa's music a normal chord, though 

possibly it appears less often than usual. Brett's remark reads a bit difficult. What he seems to mean is 

not that the dominant 7th never happens, but that when it happens it's only in the context of a 

traditional progression. Instances where Zappa is not using a Lydian system, which in the light of 

histhesis then should be relatively rare. Some examples from my study: "I was a teenage maltshop" 

bars 1-4, "Cheap thrills" accompanying chord progression (introduced instrumentally), "No, no, no" 

idem and opening bar. These are indeed clear horizontal/traditional progressions. Others are "Didja get 

any onya?" (opening riff, bass and chord), "Son of Orange county" E-F#/F#7 chord alternation (you 

can hear the E of the F#7 chord brightly at for instance point 3:43), "Imaginary diseases #1" bar 13 

beat 3, idem bar 16 beats 1-3 and "D.C. Boogie" bars 5/7/9 beat 1 (sounding combination of bass note 

and descant) and "Promiscuous" (the opening bars are mostly the plain D7 chord). These are less 

traditional. 

Indicated guitar chord examples from other score collections to show that other people treat the 

dominant 7th as normal to Zappa's instrumental music: 

Hot Rats guitar book: page 8 (E7) and 32 (Bb7), pages 45 and following (G7 as the basic chord for 

most of the song; the F# in the presets is a convention in the Hal Leonard series to notate in major or 

minor; the actual F is natural and the scale G Mixolydian). See also the "Gumbo variations" example 

in my study. 

Overnite sensation guitar book: pages 43 and 47-51. 

Apostrophe (') guitar book: pages 44, 83-84 and 88; pages 71, 74, 76-77 (G7); pages 83-84 and 88 

(C7). 

One size fits all guitar book: pages 30-35, 46, 49, 63-65, 73-81, 118 and 122. 

The FZ Songbook vol. I: pages 22-23 (a larger number, though with lyrics), 70 and 98 (with Zappa 

modulating, half diatonic, half chromatic). 

I haven't checked out these examples of dominant 7th chords by comparing them with the records, but 

it looks like they are used in various sorts of environments. 

- Both major/Ionian and minor/Aeolian are presented as rarities in Zappa's music. On page 128 he 

says about major/Ionian: "However, examples of the Ionian mode in Zappa's music are rare. This fact 

alone provides strong evidence that Zappa considered Lydian to be the best scalar representative of 

major tonality". On page 140 he continues with minor: "In part, this question mark reflects the fact 

that Aeolian is seldom found in Zappa's diatonic music". He also notes that minor is the darkest of the 

diatonic scales and that "the general brightness of Zappa's modal choices highlights the lack of 

"tragedy" expressed by his music". The latter I consider a simplification, as also indicated below with 

the "Ancient armaments" comment. "Outside now" is in Bb Lydian, according to Brett the brightest 

scale, while most people consider this song tragic. You can't directly relate scales with moods, it 

depends upon what you do in a scale. The examples of major/minor in his study are indeed rare and 

the few that he gives are explained towards Lydian in a forced manner (as mentioned below for 

"Uncle meat" and "RDNZL"). 

"Outrage at Valdez" in minor gets explained as Lydian system Db largely for its final 6 seconds with 

a Db pedal (next to some "hints" at a Lydian system). These seconds can be interpreted as Lydian, 

while the rest of this three minute composition is in different keys. Suppose it was the other way 

round: three minutes largely in Db Lydian with for the last 6 seconds an F pedal. I'm sure if it was 

composed in this way he would also have called it Lydian system Db and made nothing of the last F 

pedal bar, certainly not presenting it as an example contradicting his Lydian theory. See also my 

remarks about "Outrage at Valdez" on page 459: Zappa liked to end a piece in an evasive manner 
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every now and then. The examples in major and minor in my study aren't rare, though I agree with 

minor being relatively rare. Phrygian doesn't get dealt with in his study. 

- On page 154 Brett states that the opening and closing bar of "Rollo interior" are "two occurrences of 

the main motif of the interlude: essentially the only diatonic music that occurs within this section". 

The second one is in Bb Lydian, thus convenient for his theory. There's no strict borderline between 

tonal and atonal and Zappa is here playing around the border. The two bars mentioned by Brett are 

indeed the ones that use a scale for an entire bar (following the Apostrophe (') guitar book in 4/4; 

Zappa himself used a smaller unit, 4/8, automatically leading to more bars using a single scale). The 

others are made up of scale fragments and chromatic movements. I wouldn't call it atonal altogether. 

There are many Zappa compositions that use scales and chords in a highly flexible way. Like the 

"Uncle meat" 3rd example, "Sad Jane", "Run home, slow, soundtrack excerpt #4", "It must be a 

camel", "Little umbrellas", "Five-five-FIVE" and "Marque-Son's chicken" - the many examples 

qualified as varying rapidly regarding scales in my study. The examples commented upon above are 

presented as supporting his theory, but a bigger problem for the Lydian theory might be these titles 

not present in his study. Explain these pieces from the angle of the Lydian theory, I think it would be 

difficult. They show the full width of what Zappa does, uninhibited by any system. 

Next are some comments upon details, till I get at the conclusion. 

- The construction of "Montana" gets commented upon on pages 150-151, ending with: "More 

generally, this analysis manifests the central premise of pedal substitution, specifically the 

employment of various pedals within a Lydian system (here A Lydian) to alter one's modal reading of 

the same melody." In his note example the song gets presented via its lead melody and bass notes. 

There's nothing wrong with that, but when your theory is about scales and chords - and you're 

specifically using an example to demonstrate something - one should better check the details. The first 

"Montana" example in my study (2007), as well as the more recent Paul Pappas guitar book (2011), 

do include the harmonies (played as a series of parallels) and then you can see that the G, and D 

(Pappas), in bars 1-2 are always natural. The more logical key then is A Mixolydian and the D# in bar 

3 can better be seen as an altered note. 

- The opening of "RDNZL" gets presented as a construction with the bass pedal notes moving via 

fourths from D to F (D-G-C-F, an example of "T5"), going from D Dorian to F Lydian, thus an F 

Lydian system. On page 158 he notes: "Perhaps this T5 schema offers additional evidence as to why 

Zappa chose to alter the opening pedal of the waltz [second theme] from C (Ionian) to F (Lydian)". In 

my Orchestral favorites section you can see that "RDNZL" changed drastically between 1972 and 

1975. From 1974 onwards the bass is playing parallel with the opening melody, so when Zappa has 

arrived at the F in 1975, the T5 pedal note steps are unrecognizable. It's more an imaginary 

construction. And even if it did happen in full: those changes Zappa made between 1972-5, were they 

because he subconsciously reasoned like as I originally composed it, it doesn't fit well in a Lydian 

system, so I better adapt it? 

- Another "correction" Zappa did is changing the pedal note for the opening bars of "Uncle Meat" 

from D (1969) to G (1974/92), making it move from D to G Lydian. He notes: "These two [Uncle 

meat and RDNZL] Lydian substitutions can also be viewed as a kind of retrospective "correction", as 

the overwhelming evidence suggests that Zappa judged the Ionian mode as offering a less definitive 

"major" tonality than the Lydian." He further notes that Zappa preferred to avoid the Lydian tonic for 

his melodies over this tonic as a pedal and that the G isn't present in melody in bars 1-6 (page 160). 

On "Uncle meat" you also have the "Uncle meat variations" played over an ongoing drone created by 

a tom that has C as pitch. In bar 8 of my note example the key would then be C Mixolydian. In both 

"Uncle meat" and the variations you have a little counterpoint melody, that would use the Lydian 

tonic if the pedal note was such that these pieces were in Lydian. One can judge by oneself if these 

two versions sound less definitive as Zappa than the 1974 version. 

- The avoidance of the Lydian tonic in the melodies over this tonic as pedal note in Lydian 

compositions gets first mentioned on page 127-8 in Brett's study: the tonic gets reserved for the pedal 

note/basic chord. It's used as the main argument in the previous example that "Uncle meat" is a 

Lydian melody. Some examples are given on page 308. But is this something like a "strong 

tendency"? Next are some other examples in Lydian: 

Orange county: the E pedal bars in my example have an accentuated E in the melody. 

Theme from Sinister footwear III: most bars contain the pedal F also in the melody. 
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Night school, my example, bar 1, pedal C# present in the melody; bars 11-13, pedal Ab present in the 

melody (bars 1 and 12 are entirely Lydian, various other bars in this example have chromatic elements 

in them). 

Rollo, my example, bars 1-2: pedal Bb gets also used for the harmonies of the melody. 

The entire score of the "Black page" has been published in Keyboard, February 1987. This 

composition is predominantly in Lydian when you take the root note of the prescribed 2-chords as 

pedal notes (the bass does follow them, but with a degree of liberty; the 2-chords aren't actually 

played on album versions; there are chromatic passages and bars that don't have enough of a complete 

scale to identify it positively). When you take all as Lydian, you can check the following yourself: 

bars that include the tonic in the melody: 14, number of bars that don't: 15, in 8 bar the tonic appears 

altered. On page 128 Brett notes that the avoidance of the Lydian tonic is not a rule. He picks out bars 

9-16 from "The black page" as an example to the contrary, that do have the Lydian tonic twice, while 

the other notes occur ten times or more. In my counting these specific bars are split as 2 bars with the 

tonic and 6 without them. As an example to the contrary it's poorly chosen. It’s actually the part from 

"The black page" where the tonic appears relatively the least. 

The argument is also used to identify the opening of "Inca roads" as a Lydian melody (page 153 in 

Brett's study, a mostly failing F in this case). Here the opening does use the F and F# to modulate the 

melody. In bar 10 in my example it's an F and in bar 22, with the variation via triplets, it's an F# in the 

sung harmony. When you're listening to the keyboard harmony notes in the background you can also 

hear that during the opening both F and F# turn up, making it vacillate between C major and C 

Lydian. So it's difficult to see it as a pedal substitution as he indicates, and it's also a bit arbitrary 

what's a pedal substitution for what. Seen his theory he likes to explain things as pedal substitutions 

for Lydian, but one might also reason that occurrences of Lydian are pedal substitutions for other 

scales. Brett can also be inconsistent in limiting himself to instrumental bars. The arbitrariness of 

explaining comes out for instance in the "Deathless horsie" example (or in "Outrage at Valdez", see 

above). The central scale is B Mixolydian (the solo begins and ends in B Mixolydian and its central 

theme is in B Mixolydian). But since there's also a block in it in A Lydian, both get explained as 

Lydian system A. More neutrally one would call the A a pedal substitution for B. As for the A/A# 

thing over the C# pedal part in this solo and "Black napkins": see the example in my study and my 

remarks below the "Pink napkins" example. 

The examples he's giving on page 308 for the avoidance of the Lydian tonic, when used as pedal note, 

are only partially correct. "RDNZL" ("Studio tan" 7:27-7:39): the second theme has a bass F only 

vaguely audible right at the beginning. After that it continues unisono. "Montana" ("Overnite 

Sensation" 3:56-4:06): in his bars I'm hearing sort of a counterpoint bass line: B (bar 1) descending to 

E (bar 2), bar 3 is D to D upwards and bar 4 has B-F#-B-F# downwards. Only the third bar you can 

call D Lydian as he indicates. See also the second Montana example in my study for the type of bass 

line. 

- On pages 134-5 he continues with the Lydian concert opener from 1978-79 from above. The only 

occasion where you can actually hear such a solo, opening a concert, is on the Halloween DVD. That 

one is titled "Ancient armaments", an A pedal solo in Dorian. The choice for Dorian gets explained 

as: "On Halloween night 1978, Zappa modified the opening solo by substituting an A pedal for the 

standard pedal on E and accompanying this A pedal with a Dorian improvisation. Given the occasion 

of Halloween, therefore, the characteristic minor tonality of Dorian was deemed a more appropriate 

concert introduction than the typical major tonality of Lydian." Dorian is in the LCC indeed the scale 

for minor chords, but the argument for the change is awkward to me. Dorian/minor is a dark key when 

the solo would use the bass pedal note as key note as well - and even then you would have to play 

standard patterns around this key note. That's not the case here. See also Zappa's remarks about 

"Heavy duty Judy" in the Shut up 'n play yer guitar section. The "Ancient armaments" transcription in 

my Halloween section further clarifies my point: A doesn't function as the tonal center for the solo 

itself. The keyboards are playing along I 11th and the crowd is enthusiastic; nothing gloomy going on. 

In my opinion this Lydian theory is a highly "academic" theory. What you can say of it is that it 

demonstrates the theoretic possibility as such to look at a partial collection of Zappa's instrumental 

diatonic music in this manner. It suggests a strong inner logic by itself, but it apparently only found 

Zappa as user, and he wasn't even aware of it. It has several elements in it that are ambiguous, 

arbitrary and far-fetched, which could lead to an endless bickering over its validity and applicability. 
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It can be inconsistent and at various points it reads more as a modal theory or some sort of an avoid 

minor theory. Zappa does use Lydian and Dorian a lot, which you could call similar to the LCC or a 

Lydian system. George Russell made reasoned choices. But you can't start adding chords like a triad 

on the Mixolydian tonic and call it a Lydian system as well, just because Zappa uses this chord 

frequently in this way. That's arbitrary. And you can't explain all instances of major and minor away 

as pedal substitutions in a Lydian system. You can't call stacking fifths essential for a Lydian system 

when it leads to tables that favor major and Mixolydian above Lydian and at the same time say things 

like that Zappa considered Lydian to be the best scalar representative of major tonality. It doesn't 

make sense. Traditional harmony explains all chords from stacking thirds, also the unusual ones, and 

it's true some combinations of three notes coincide with stacked fifths, which you can create, among 

others, by stacking fifths on the tonic of the Lydian scale. No big deal. In my opinion what he actually 

found is Zappa's use of modal scales, part of my conclusion from the beginning. The supremacy of 

Lydian gets forced upon it in an unconvincing way. There's also a partial collection of Zappa's 

instrumental diatonic music that is unrelated to this theory or in conflict with it. The more you want to 

generalize this theory, the more you have to allow major and minor, a larger number of chords and a 

more prominent place for horizontal chord progressions. The more you do so, the less meaningful the 

Lydian label becomes and the more you get at my primitive conclusion: Zappa uses all kind of scales 

and all kind of chords in any position. The best you might get at are possibly some tendencies. 

Zappa didn't quit traditional harmony in order to find a new system for his instrumental music, with 

nobody realizing what it was till discovered by Brett. What he did is from the theoretical point of 

view rather simple and exactly in line with his own sayings ("whatever sounded good to me ...", 

"anything anyplace ..."): he widened his scope. So he uses modal scales next to major and minor and 

he uses untraditional chords next to traditional patterns. There are undoubtedly errors in my study and 

probably also in the reasoning here, but I think I've said enough to cast some reasonable doubt upon 

this theory. 

Theories that suggest to be general but only apply at partial collections, in my opinion create a fog. 

You can't prove they are accurate, but you can't prove they are really off neither. I could also come up 

with a thesis that Zappa is a normal rock star who only pretended to be different (and dismiss his 

atonal modern works as academic exercises for instance). The larger part of Zappa's pop music is in 

4/4, without irregular groupings, and with normal chords. Doing so you're molding Zappa into some 

sort of an average that complies with your theory, taking away the spiciness of it. The LCC and Brett's 

Lydian theory may be refreshing, in the sense that they look at things from a different angle. But as a 

theory for Zappa's instrumental diatonic music it's too limited. 

For matter of completeness I have to mention a study by Martin Herraiz, called The perfect stranger, a 

study of Zappa’s orchestral works. It’s in Portuguese. I can read Spanish and recognize some of the 

Portuguese, only to be able to follow it very roughly. He reiterates much of what Brett says (as he 

wrote me he finds it a valuable contribution to the studying of Zappa's music). But on page 101 he 

also makes clear he chose to follow a different approach himself: "To expose the interaction and the 

'attractive forces' between the modes of the Lydian system, this study had used a fundamentally 

different approach from that of Clement. The author chooses to address each mode separately, 

sequentially, showing the harmonic material that can be employed in this way and illustrating [his 

discussion] with some musical applications before moving on to the next mode. However, except for 

the relative position of each degree of the scale in relation to the pedal, the only concrete difference in 

the treatment of each mode [in Zappa's music and as explained by Clement] lies in the possibilities of 

organizing the material used in the chordal zone - which in turn is essentially the same for all modes. 

Therefore, a more paradigmatic approach, examining each type of material in the context of the 

Lydian system as a whole and comparing its possible uses, can prove more fruitful for the present 

work. Furthermore, much of the theoretical explanations given by Clement for each mode are equal to 

or very close to each other, resulting in a degree of redundancy." He continues on page 108: "We can 

conclude by saying that, although the Lydian theory of Clement provides, as the next chapter should 

highlight, an important methodological basis for the study of any of Zappa's diatonic works, 

especially regarding the hierarchy between the various modes and processing cycle of fifths and two 

"sus" chords, a detailed study of the exceptions to the 'rules' postulated by Clement may ultimately 

prove to be as vast and extensive as his own work." 
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In case some of my remarks above might coincide with what he says, the credit is of course his. 

 

The about 150 diatonic instrumental examples in my study (see the Burnt weeny sandwich section for 

the keys): 

 

Lost in a whirlpool; The legend of the golden arches; The world's greatest sinner movie sample #1-#3; 

Holiday in Berlin; Run home, slow theme #1/#3; The little march; Run home, slow movie sample 

#1/#2/#4; Take your clothes off while you dance (1963); Walkin' out; Waltz (Pal records); Speedfreak 

boogie; Grunion run; I was a teenage maltshop; Toad of the short forest; Duodenum; Bossa 

Nova; Mondo Hollywood; The return of the son of the monster magnet; Invocation & ritual dance of 

the young pumpkin; Mother people; Oh no; I don't know if I can go through this again (2nd example); 

Almost Chinese; It's from Kansas; King Kong (Lumpy gravy); Foamy soaky; Unit 3a; Uncle meat; 

Zolar Czakl; Project X; King Kong; Dog breath variations (1969/74/93); Epilogue; It must be a camel; 

Peaches en regalia; The Gumbo variations; Little umbrellas; Twenty small cigars; My guitar interlude; 

Little house main theme; Dwarf Nebula; Sofa interlude; Didja get any onya; Lumber truck solo; 

Baked-bean boogie; Chunga's revenge; Twinkle tits; Chunga's basement; Dance of the just plain 

folks; Holiday in Berlin solo; Call any vegetable solo; Willy the pimp (1971); Brixton still life; 

Overture; Big Swifty; Eat that question; The grand wazoo; Another whole melodic section; Greggery 

Peccary mvt. I interlude; Imaginary diseases; Rollo; D.C. Boogie; Echidna's arf; Don't you ever wash 

that thing; Orange County; Pygmy twylyte; Sheik Yerbouti tango; Be-bop tango; Florentine Pogen; 

200 years old; Cucamonga (1972); Original duke of prunes; Duke of prunes (1975); Bogus pomp, 

tuna sandwich theme/coda; Music for a low budget orchestra; New brown clouds theme; RDNZL; 

Keep it greasy (1979); Black napkins; Chunga's revenge, rhythm guitar solo; The torture never stops 

(coda); Zoot allures; Friendly little finger; Filthy habits; The ocean is the ultimate solution; Sleep dirt; 

Regyptian strut; The black page #1; I promise not to come in your mouth; Duck duck goose; Down in 

the dew; Ship ahoy; Conehead vamp (1977); Conehead (1978); The black page #2; Wild love; Mo' 

mama; Yo' mama; Flakes (H.O.); Watermelon in Easter hay (prequel); King Kong (H.O.); Heidelberg; 

Ancient armaments; Occam's razor; On the bus; Watermelon in Easter hay; No more Mr. nice girl; 

Five-five-FIVE; Shut up 'n play yer guitar; Treacherous Cretins; The deathless horsie; Pink napkins; 

Return of the son of Shut up 'n play yer guitar; Why Johnny can't read; Stevie's spanking (intro); Sad 

Jane; Outside now, again; Dupree's paradise; Sinister footwear II/III; Marque-Son's chicken; Tink 

walks amok; Moggio; The torture never stops (1980), solo; Let's move to Cleveland; For Giuseppe 

Franco; G-spot tornedo; One man - one vote; Aerobics in bondage; Night school; What's new in 

Baltimore; Sexual harassment in the workplace; Republicans; Canadian customs; GOA; Sunrise 

redeemer; Orrin hatch on skis; Trance-fusion; Soul polka; Bavarian sunset; The black page (1984); 

Heavy duty Judy (1988); The black page (new age version); When yuppies go to hell; The torture 

never stops, part II; Zomby woof (solo); Outrage at Valdez; Improvisation in A; Budapest solo; 

Strictly genteel; 9/8 Objects; What will Rumi do?; T'Mershi Duween (1991); This is a test; Get 

Whitey; Put a motor in yourself; Reagan at Bitburg. 


